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Bid shunned
in North case
WASffiNGTON (UP!) The judge in the Irao-Contra
case rejected a Eusb administration bid Tuesday to
take a direct role in regu1ating
the use 01 classified material
at Oliver North's bial, leaving
final action on the secrecy
question to the Supreme Court
At a 7O-minute bearing, U.S.
District Judge Gerhard Gesell
refused to accept the government-fashioned proposal
aime<:I at averting a showdown
at the high court or a possible
administration move to SCtJttJe

"terminate the case or any
count" by barring use 01
secrets at trial.
During the bearing, Gesell
eballeDged the administration,
through 'lbomburgh, to take
such action before the case
begins. Such a move could
force Gesell to dismiss some or
all of the charges because

allowing government
to halt the case at any moment
with objections over classified
information would have
jeopardized North's right to a
1m trial.
The ex-White House aide, the
judge said, bas the c0nstitutional right "like any
citizen to a t.air bial, to an
opportunity . to present his
defease fairly and fully"
without lengthy disruptions
that would confuse a jury.
However, Gesell poiDted out
that Attorney Geoual DicIt
Thornburgh can at auy time

aceepting illegal gifts arising
from. his efforts to arm the

=
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Thompson plugs
new tax increase
during area visit
Gov. James .. R. Thompson apressed,
concern Tuesday about the· state's •
educational system, mainly the increaBiDg
levels of high school dropouts.
"In Illinois, tOe dropout rate ill a large
percentage. We can't compete..,hen a full 25
Top: Gov. JemM R. Thompson and Ruth percent of our high school students drop
H8n.... of HerrIn ..mple the tare T......y out," T.lompsonsaid.
at the ann...1 Valentin.'. o.y Luncheon
While on a day·long trip to Soutberu
sponaored by the HMTln Women'. Club. Illinois, Tbompson beld an hour-long
Later, on a shopping trip, abowe, Thompson discussion, addressing listeoer's !JlM!!ltions
.dded to his ••tch collection when he and comments about the future 01 Illinois.
Thompson said ~ education should be
purcheHd • 1850....nteg. Bulovs" Don'.
......ry In HMTln. He ..Id he mrted the an option to all Illinois school c:bildren.
CfJIIectII:tn about six months .go and hes
See TAXES, Peo- 7

about 20 watches.

Thompson to talk to University about BAS
By Jeanne Blck....
Sl'1ffWriter

Gov. James R. Thompson
said be wouid talk to SIU-C
administrators about the
Black American Studies
program in a radio ca11-in
talk show tuesday.
Although Thompson was
not initially aware of th£,
problems witb the BAS
vrogram, be said be would
be glad to ask the University
for an explanation as to the
decline of the program and
to ask what value the
University places on the BAS

This MOlning
Martial arts club

gets leader back
-Page 10
M~OWain

havtng
UP. down season
-Sports20

RaIa ......... 1OL

program.
Thompson was responding
to Franz Mullings, African
American
Studies
Associa tion coordina tor,
who asked Thompson what
aid the AASA could expect
from the state government
in their fight to retain the
BAS program.
"Like any other subject, it
(BAS) bas to be balanced for
fundamental education in
t.hf: liberal arts and sciences,
to :.nake us competitive in
the ever increasing
technological world that we

face," Tbompsonsaid.
Chancellor Lawreoce K.
Pettit will most likely be
contacted by TbompsGll to
discuss the issue, said SW-C
Presidf.Dt John C. Guyon.
Pettit was unavailable for

commenL

Catherine F. Walsh,
assistant to the chancellor,
said Thompson did not
contact their office today.
Wbea Thompson does call
them, she said, Chancellor
Pettit will be supportive of
the program, as be bas been.
s..BAS,Pqe7
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Tbe retired marill.e
Lieutenant colonel faces 12
felony counts, including lying
to Congress, destroying
documents, tax fraud and
Nicaraguan Caotra rebels.
If convicted . . all counts,
North faces a maximum 60
~ in prison ad $3 millioIl
mfines.
Gesell's ruling effectivety
bars the administration from
directly participating in the
case brought by indepeDdent
prosecutor Lawrence Walshexcept if Tbomburgb deems it

:=!t"Yoi~~ :.~
counts . . naticmal security
grouuda.

Communitya~~~

to drop Halloween
8, Kath..... Delio
Staff WrIl8r

Community residents who
submitted letters or spoke at a
public forum Tuesday about
Halloween Fair Days said tile
celebration should be
eliminated.

~..bout 35 people attended the
forum, be1cl bY the Halloween
Core Committee in the City
Council chambers.
Those who wished to speak
were asked to register at the
door before the meeting and
presentations were limited to
three minutes.
John Green, representative
of GTE North, said the com-

~c:e

e::=t ~

t::;jowU::damage dooe to its vehicles is
m\Jl'e than what it receives in
profits from pay pbooes used
over the weekend.
John W. Somers said the
reasons he had heard given for
Halloween Fair Days were
that it brings mooey into the

community and that it is fun
for the stu-Jeuts.
"Is it okay fer the city to
prostitute itseH for a
'8eII8OIl! .Tbe whole aituaticm ill
a disaster waiting to happen. I
would ~r: you to do all
that is
.
to eliminate
&lloweeu," he said.
Brian DeJon., of Car·
bcmdale, said l'ntemational
students tell their fellow
citizens about the violence on
the Strip and t'ms, Carbondale
gains a bad reputation
worldwide. DeJong also
supported President Jabn C.
Guy..'s proposed fall break in
October.
GuY" bas PI"OI)OIed a week·
loag fall breU thBt would close
the Univt'rsity over Balloween
weekead.
Tim Lanoa, of CarboadaIe,
said the proposed break would
not take affect UDtiU990.
.
Larson, a member of the
Citizens Advisory Committee,
. . . FORUII, ...... 1•.

Clearcutting issue goes to U.S. office
By Lisa Miller
Staff Writer

The Jackson Couno/ Board's
approval of a resolution to ban
clearcutting bas enabled the
Association of Concerned
Environmentalists to make an
appeal to the U.S. Forestry
Service to call a ha It on
clearcutting of the Shawnee
National Forest, Randall
Thomas, member at the ACE,
said.

Environmentalists specifi·
cally want to stop the cJear..
cutting (cbopp~ trees for
commercial use) m Town Hall
in Jackson County and in
Quarrel Creek in Pope County.
The clearcutting ill being
done by officials 01 the U.S.
Forest Service located at the
Shawnee National Forest
Last week, the Jackson
County Board passed a
resolution banning clearcutting, David Conrad,

member 01 the Jackson County
Board, said He said the
resoiutiOll is not ~ally biDding, but is a show cl support
by the people of Jackson
County.
This new public support will
be used as fuel in fighting the
clearcutting 01 those specific

areas.
"We've already appealed to
the Regional Forester to
See BAN, P.ge 11

Gus ..ys the root of the
controversy Is a budding
commericallndustl"y.
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Agreement signed to expel
Contra rebels in Honduras

.EIIUS
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5-10 pm

.Moo Goo Gai Pan

'Fresh Salad Bar 'Chicken Curry
'Seafood Worba 'Beef & Broccoli
.Jumbo Shrimp . Much More

'w/Peapods
'Hawaiian Fish Only

*Bring ad in and receive a

COSTA DEL SOL, EI Salvador (UPI) - Five Central
Aalerican ~residents signed an agreement Tuesday under which
Nicaragua s Contra rebels would be expelled from their bases in
Honduras as part of a plan to end the fighting in Nicaragua. The
presidents of Guatemala, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica
and Honduras signed a document OIl the final day of their twoday summit meeting that will revive the Central American
peace plan.

TV, VCR & Stereo
Sales & Service

Wednesday Night Buffet

'EggRoll
·Cntb Rangoon
'BBQWings
'Fried Wonton
.Fresh Vegetable
Dishes

_

~.

$5.95*
soda

-=KOPIES &MORE

NOW BUYING

9-year-old war comes to end In Afghanistan

Will Pay Cash
For Your Used
Stereo,TV or VCR

KABUL, Afghanistan (UPI) - Soviet troop convoys nunbled
over the border Tuesday in the final hours of Moscow's withdrawal from Afghanistan and a 9-year-old war that became the
Soviet Union's "bleeding wound." As the support troops and rear
army units erossed the border back into the Soviet Union, a
skeleton crew of the last Soviet troops packed their teapots and
guns to fly out of the capital Kabul, where a rocket attack killed
four children and a man standing outBide a bread shop.

715 S. illInoIs C'dale
(across from 710
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529-4717
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Terrorism, military discussed with leaders
ROME <UPI) - Secretary of State James Baker, OIl a
whirlwind sprint through 14 NATO countries, met
wit.4
leaders of Turkey and Greece OIl an agenda that covered ISSUes
fl'Oll1 terrorism to a new agreement OIl military bases. Baker,
after a meeting in Athens with Greek Prime Minister Andreas
Papandreou, said that be told NATO countries that "President
Bush is committed to twoway communicatiOll with them."

Tuesdar

607 S. Illinois Ave

(on the strip across from Gatsby's-not on the island)

529-5679
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Pakistan wants to ban book published by U.S.

4¢Copies

Pee/-N-Eat Shrimp
wI Rice or Potato
& Soup or Sa/ad
$6.00

Everyday

HcppyHour

8 1{2. x 11 and 8

~

ITl x 14 plain white paper

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (SIINS) - Pakistan bas threatened to
ban all Penguin books from Pakistan after five people were
killed in a demOllStratiOll there over the U.S. publication of
Salman Rushdie's novel, "The Satanic Venies." Another
protester died in protestB in Srinagar, India, on Monday. The
novel, already bannf:d in India, Pakistan and South Africa, bas
been burned publicly by Moslem demonstrators in Britain

4-6pm

50¢ Dra"s

Report card gives U.s. schools 'A' In basics

I

WASHINGTON {UPI) .,-:- The NatiOll's Repcrl,.Card gave
5 Self-Serve Copiers lets you get in and get out
American schoo)s an "AU Tuesday for belp~ students master
fast. With all the money you'll save you could 1~.~~:;':';::.::.It;.::.I.~:.=.:~;::... I at! basics in reading, writing, math and" 8C1ence DUt fluDked
hem for IHit teaching Cractical use of those skills. The Report
buy a lot of highHghteJrS. No coupon necessary.
Card, COIIlIIlissiooecf Dy Congress 20 years ago under the

J

Natioaal Assessment of Educatioaal Progress, found schools
generally have reversed negative performance trends and have
improved student ability to do
computation, to c0mprehend simple tat and to learn s·
scieDce facts.

:,mJ::

Bush's staH, democratic leaders talk over cuts
W~.sHINGTON (UPI) - President Bush's budget director and
c1Uef of staff returned to Capitol Hill TlAesday for talks with
Democratic congressioaal leaders OIl the details of possibly
billiOll8 of dollars in pl'Ol)ClSed spending cuts. Budget director
Richard Darman and W6ite House chief of staff Joim Summu
were in the earz.::.es of what is expected to be weeks of talks
with Sea. Jun
, D-Tenn., cbairman of the Budget C0mmittee, and Rep. Leoa PaneUa, D-Calif., bead of the House

Budget Committee.

New Delta 2 successfully launched after delay
CAPE CANAVEBAL, Fla. (UPD - A new Delta 2 rocket
auecessfully boosted a $65 millioa aavigatiOll satellite into orbit
Tuesday:H~icture-perfect" maiden flight marking the debut
of a revi
post-Cfiallealer militaIy 8JM!Cfl pnl8I'8Dl. Under
a clear blue sky, the UWoot, $30 milliOll Air Force,rocket roared
tolifeat12:30p.m. •• boun bebiDd scbedule bscauseofbad
weather Sunday.
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Newspaper closing due to fiscal maHere
PITTSBURGH (UPI)- Duquesne UDivenity'. acbool
newspaper WQ IUIpended by .tudent ,overnment leaden
because of "fiIcal CCJDC:enII," DOt because it ran contraceptive
ads, officials of the Roman Catholic acbooI laid Tuesday•
Rebecca Dntmm., editor of The Duke, eooteDded the lockout
Sunday night ... prompted by a contraceptive eounaeHnc aelvertisemeDt that appealed in the publicatiOll'• .laD. JO, JaD. 211
and Feb.• u.ue..
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Emeritus prof still desires to mak6 world better
By Phyllis Coon

"I became a community
organizer for concentration
camp victims after the war,"
Auerbach, the son of Russian

Features Editor

In the 1930s many
Americans were overtaken
emotionally and financially
during the Great Depression.
"In New York, people were
waiting in breadlines and
others were dropping in the
streets," Arnold J. Auerbach,
director of the University's
Emeritus College, said. "What
I saw got eaten into my soul,
and I still have that desire to
make the world better for
::.~one. I've never forgotEXPERIENCES DURING
Auerbach's youth have driven
him to a life and retirement of
social improvement, he said.
Born in Brooklyn in 1912,
Auerbach received a bachelors
degree in marketing and a
minor in journalism from New
York University. He was
already committed to several
social issues at that time, he
said.
"I was in\'"olved in several
radical movements of the 19308
including Students for a
Democratic Society," Auerbach said. "I took my share of
trying to change the world."

J~h~nts,said.

Auerbach holds a doctora te
in sociology and - masters
degree in social WOl A.

A.J. Auerbach

DURING THE 19308 be also
worked for two years as a
reporter for the New York
Post.
"So I was out on the streets
seeing what people were really
going through," Auerbach
said. "Not many people are
around to remember that time,
but I was there."
In 1944, Auerbach was
dl-afted and served at a neur0psychiatric hospitaias a
hypnotherapist. He was
discharged in 1945 as a
sergeant.

"I'VE HELD jobs in community centers all across the
country - Pittsburgh, Denver,
St. Louis, " Auerbach said. "I
only got into teaching in 1968
when I taught at UCLA in Los
Angeles."
In 1972, Auerbach came to
SlU-C to bead the department
of social work. He retired for
the first time in 1979, he said.
"I became interested in
geriatrics because I was
growing old," Auerbach said.
He is involved with longterm care for the elderly, he
said.
But that is not his only
project to the retired. He
organized tbe Emeritus
College in 1S82.
NO ONE gets a degree from
this college. Members $llready
have met the requirements experience and training,
Auerbach said.
Auerbach's philosophies

about being a senior citizen are
reflected in the college.
Members bold pre-rebrement
seminars for local groups,
travel to different countries,
award yearly scholarsbips ana
speak to groups on the
problems of agin~.

"We participate in University
life to help the University
grow."
is
Through the college, he
changing the "out of date
examples of senior citizens
who have three legs because
they walk with a cane,"
Auerbach said.

"I am Mr. Retirement
"I don't want pecple to be
for the faculty. .
segmented into age, sex or
religion,"
Auerbach said. "We
.maybe I shouldn't put
all have a stake in improving
it that way because it society and older people have a
life time of knowledge that just
sounds so selfdoesn't disappear when they
serving."
retire."
-Arnold J. Auerbach

"I am Mr. Retirement for
the faculty," Auerbach said.
"Maybe I shouldn't put it that
way because it sounds so self-

RETIREMENT IS no longer
quiting work and waiting to
die, he said.
"Retirement is just a stage
in life," Auerbach said.

The average age of
retirement
from
the
Tbe college's members University is 62, be said. Many
include retired faculty and people can live at least another
staff professionals, he said.
20 years.
"What are they doing, just
"WE ARE interested in waiting around to die,"
mobilizing the talents and the Auerbach said. "They still
financial resources of the bave a long time ahead of them
retired faculty and staff to live and most people are in
professionals," Auerbach said. good health when they retire.

servbg."

Task force: Female enrollment too low at SIU-C
By Th...... Livingston
Staff Writer

The University Women's
Professional Advancement
(UWPA) should not be
mistaken for an administrationsl ad-hoc committee studying a gender
problem, said Uma Seltaran,
coordinator of the campus
committee.
"We are not just a women's
task force, but a respected
University task force. But I
hesitate to use the word task
force because that denotes a
temporary thing. Very few
universities across the nation
have standing committees
dealing with this probJem,"
Sekaran said.
The purpose of the

~~r~r Adva!:m~~~

"to enhance the opportunities

for
the
professional women on campus.
Increasing the number of
development and advancement of women at SlU-C, women in the student body,
thus contributing to tbe sa~ equity, job security,
University's overall ef- trainIng and child care are
fectiveness and progress, among the topics concerning
according to a statement the group.
"What is foremost on my
released by the organization.
The UWPA grew out of a mind is how to increase women
recognized need to promote, student enrollmenL Oniy 35
support and increase the percent of the undergraduate
female members of the student student body is female,
body, faculty, civil service compared to a 50 percent
workers and Administrational national average on college
Professional Staff at the campuses," Sekaran said.
To combat the probJem, the
University. Sf!karan said.
"We are looking for equality UWPA ;8 dveloping a pamor fairness. We're not here to phlet to encourage women to
take anything from anybody attend the University
"We are targeting the
we just want to he fair,'1
brochure to attract more
Sekaran said.
This semester, the group is female students. It's still at a
in the process of studying talking stage. U we devoelop the
several specific ways to im- ideas, Women's Studies and
prove professional and Services will do the rest. U
scholastic opportunities for everything goes well, by Aug.

1, we should have it ready,"
Sekaran said.
The group is also looking into
the possibility of sponsoring or
developing a child care
program on campus.
"We are exploring the
possibility of expanding child
care on this campus. Through
surveys and other information
gathering, we hope to determine the child care needs of
this campus," Sekansn said.
Another important issue the
group is examining is term
appomtment for women on
campus.
"Some people come to this
University aDd live here for
years on term appointment.
Some women have lived here
10 or 12 years without it,
hoping to t-e retained or have
their grant renewed each year.
This policy doesn't assure
them (the women concerned)

anr. job security," Seltaran
saId.
Term appointment is when
the University does not offer a
permanent contract to an
employee, grant recipient or
other position receiving
University funds, but instead
annually renewing the
agreement or position.
Sekaran, who resigned her
position as head of the
management department to
head the UWPA, said the
group is constantly seeking
new ways to promote equality.

"U I didn't consider this
irnportant for the entire
University, I would have Dever
done this (resigned her
position). Until everything is
equal, . the entire University
loses - loses productivity and
respect," Sekaran said.

Located at the Student Center Crossha.
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School board fires
from wall of silence
THE UNITY POINT school board is under siege, but not
by enemy forces. It is under siege by parents who want to
.
The parents launched a frontal attack in a school board
meeting last mootl., but to no avail. The walls of silence
that the school board bas erected could not be felled..
On Jan. 25 parents and student adressed the board for
two hours, but it left them where they were before behind the wall, in the dark, and out of the decision.
know what is going on.

THE DECISION to which the parents wished to be made
privy was the fate of now-fired Superintendent Gene
Broombaugb. The reasons for Broombaugb's firing, cited
by Boo.rd President Kenneth Mi~er, wen: ~~
curriculum without board approval, unproper disciplinary
action against a teacher and, in the bitterest irony of all,
lack of communication with the board.
The real reason for Broombaugh's firing is a teacher's
revolt. The school board has taken the side of teachers
wanting to rid themselves of a superintendent who meddled where teacher's thought that he shouldn't, in teacherstudent disputes.
THIS IS A one-sided assessment, but it is all that the
board has lett to be assessed.
The board seems to think that hiding the matter from
parents whose children's education they oversee and
whose taxes they spend is their most imperative task.
The bright side of this situation is that parents have
realized the folly of ignoring school board elections.
"We learned a lesI;ll!l," one parent said, "Next electioli,
we will pay mOl'e attention to the people running."

BUT THE FIRIN~ of Broombaugb could end with more
serious repereussions than a a few school board members
loosing their re-election bids. As one parent noted,
Broombaugh's reputation has been damaged if not
destroyed and be already has retained a lawyer to defend
him in the oext board bearing to review his firing. H the
board does not overturn its unanimous decision to fire
Broombaugh the prospect of a suit for reparations and
back pay looms large on the horizon.
The school boarObas been playing its cards close to its
vest since the beginnir.g. If it is to I!ome out of the affair
without crippling itself and the school, it had better be
holding a full house.

Opinions
from elsewhere .
UnitedPrM8~
The 1Ddiana~ Star

CoogresslSbiggertbanever
before and CCEts the American
oeople more than ever before
but the people get less foe their
money.

That's the eoaclusioa of
G-lnloa S. Joaes, e&editor of
The Imperial Coogress, a book
to be released IOOIl by Pharos
Books.
Since 1946, Jooes notes, the
congressional budget has
climbed from $54 millioa to
almost U billion and
congr~ional itaffs have
tripled, growiDg from 3,500 to
11,200 workers.
CoogressiODal committees
and subcommittees have
multiplied witb abandoo and
as a result, members serve OIl
men c:oaumttees ~ ev~

before. Does that mean they
work harder? Not aCCOl'ding to
Jones' figures.
In the 1~76 session of
Congress, the House of
Representatives met 311 days
aOO beld almoat 7,000 c0mmittee bearings. Ten yeara
later, in tbe 198H6 session, the
House met ooIy 281 days and
beld ooIy 4,222 committee
bearings.
Today's congressional
system is a failure, Jones
charges.
Congress
micromanages the federal
~overnment, passes laws from
which it often exempts itself
and has rigged the electioa
orocess so that members are
virtually guaranteed reelection.
By Jones' calculations then,
nothing succeeds lik~ failuM.
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Republicans should be proud
of Tower's alleged behavior
"IF THERE'S ANYBODY I
can't stand," Slats Grobnik
said, "it's a snitcber, a tattletale/'
Moot people would agree.
But wbat brings on that 0bservation?
"I'm reading about this liWe
guy John Tower, tbe politician
whe. President Bush wants to
make secretary of defense."
Ab, yes, Washington is all
atwitter about his past indiscretions.
"Froo. wbat I've seen,
Washington gets all atwitter
pretty easy. Is that all those
people do out there, get in a
twitter?"
It's a very emotional city,
filled with thousands of
p'oliticians and journalists, and
It takes very liWe to set them
to frantically twittering.
"WELL, TIllS STUFF about
Tower is about as dumb a thing
as I've ever read."
I've read dumber, but wbat
is it that bothers you?
"How old is Tower?"
He'll be 64 OIl his next birthday.
"How tall is he?" He's over 5
feet, but not by a great deal. I

~~ =~a~os,.t ~U:::l

throwing contesl
"Have you ever seen him in
person?"
Once, at a political c0nvention.
"What's he look like? Good
looting?"

FAR FROM IT. He dresses
well, but he has beady eyes, a
pudgy face, and he favors the
slickecklown wet look in his
bairs' leo
"So~ ain't no pretty boy!"
Well, he might be a turn-on
in a retirement home, but I
doubt if Cher would dump her
boyfriend for him.
"So with all that, am I
supposed to believe he's one of
the great lover boys of our
time?"
That's what's being said.
"Yeah, because or a snitcher, one of the lowestfonns or
life."
You're referring to Mr.
Weyrich?
"THAT'S WHAT IT says in
the paper. Paul Weyrich, some
kind of right-wing wheeler and
dealer in Was~toD. Did you
see wbat be did?'
Yes, he appeared at a Senate
confirmation hearing on
Tower and revealed sbocking

Mike
Royki»
Tribune Media Services
informatioa about the little
fellow's persooallife.
"I read il It says here
exactly what the fink told
them: 'Over the course of
many years, I bave enCOUIltered the nominee in a
condition, a lack of sobriety, as
well as with women to whom
he was' not married' Now,
what kind of thing is that to say
about a guy?"
Well, maybe Weyrich felt it
was his civic duty.
"HIS CIVIC DUTY is to
testify that he saw the guy
bave a few pops too many
while he was with a sir!\y
chick? Listen, if everybody
thought finking like that was
their civic dUtyl domestic
homicides would De up 1,000
percent and they'd bave to use
football stadiums for divorce
courts."
But Weyrich said that this
wasn't just one isolll.ed incidenl He said that be saw this
occur over tbe course of
"many years." 1 assume that
this was while Tower was a

senatoc.

"And that's something 1
dOll't understand either. How
come be was snooping around.
like be says, over the course oi
many.years. Doesn't be bave
anytbing else to do 0Vf~ a
course of manf feB."'! What is
this guy Weyncb, one of those
voyagers?"
YOU MEAN voyeur, a

~~=:

I think they
ought to investigate this guy
Weyrich. They ought to ask
him: 'When you observed
Tower, where were you,
crouching under tbe table in
his booth in tbe bar! Were you
looking through a keyhole or
do you prefer standing on a
ladder and peeking through a
transom! - Confess, Mr.
Weyrich, did you ever hide
under a bed or in somebody's

f

laundry hamper? Have you
ever put OIl a false JDustache
and a beard and posed as a
bartender? Or did you put OIl a
bellhop's uniform ~ pretend
to be delivering room service?"
•
You're missing the point.
The question has to do with
Tower's character and
stability. The Senate wants to
know if be drinks to excess and
cavorts with women.
. ·'THAT'S PRE'ITY stupid.
If be was cavorting, his best
bet would be a woman. I mean,
any of the other options could
really mess up his reputatioo."
It sounds to me as if you
appr'O!e of Tower's alleged
behavior.
.
"Well, if I was a Republiam,
I'd be proud of him."
What is there to be proud of?
"I'll tell you wbal Who was
the best-known political l\Wer
boy we've heard about
recently?"
That's easy. Gary Hart, or

course.

"Righl And before Gary
Hart, who was the biggest
lover boy of them all?"
By all accounts, it was John
F. Kennedy, tbe Hefner or
American presidents. '
"Okay, what did these guys
look like?"

I'M NO JUDGE of that, but
most women tell me that they
,.ere handsome, daShing,
suave, tall ard lean. .
uExactly. So whea you look
like a Kennedy or a Hart, and
you got power and fame, it
aill't bara to persuade some
fluff that you oUght to - and I
use tbe words of tbe Stup~d
Generation get it on.
I~t?"

Based on their tract
records, it was obviously easy

~now

the Republicans
have a lover boy. But look at
him. A stubby, aging
character with BB eyes, a 1'10
haircut and a puffy face. He
looks like the kind of guy you
see sitting alone in a botel bar,
who has spent aU day seeing
customers, and now he's going
to bave dinner alone, go to
room, ""one
wife, and
wonder
life is turning into
Death of a Salesman."
You exaggerate.
"Maybe so, but if I was a
Republican, I'd point to Tower
and come up with a alogan."
What slogan!
"We try !larder."

' -his his

his

)
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Letters

'Harassed' student wants police
to respect people, offer help
Picture this:
attempt in any way to aid the
It's Saturday night. Two students he is being paid to
guys sitting at home protect? Hell no.
discussing over dinner what
After obtaining my driver's
options Carbondale offers in license, this rent-a-cop invites
entertainment for the evening. me to the hack of the car and
The friends each drink ONE introduces me to a little
beer with their meal They, examination known as a
wanting to he home early and "sobriety test... By now
being low on cash, decide to another of these overgrown
attend a film sponsored by smurfs with attitudes bas
SPC.
pulled his patrol car alongside
After approximately one to revel in my imminent
hour the students leave the humiliation.
house and proceed to the
Student Center' in an . After - applying - every
automobile expertly driven by techni!Jue
besides
a
one of the young men. Halfway breathalizer to determine my
to their destination, the car sobriety, the officer asked me
dies in the middle of a busy
street. The accelerator is ~,*~y I hc:m~htll hadli~
that I had consum~~
~t>OO. the key turned, and
tgDition completed.
with dinner. Now here's the
In order to avoid any real clicber; he told me that it
possible accident, the driver wasn't beer that I had been
turns onto a side road to drinking and that I had had
examine the faulty engine. As more than one whatever it
he prepares to exit the car, was.
flashing red and blue lights
He had no choice but "'
flood the immediate area. Tn.: return my license; I was 0bunwary palISeIlgus think the viously not inebriated. To top
campus policeman has things off, he told me I should
stopped to aid them since park my car in the nearest lot
neither driver nor passenger and walk to our destination.
know a great dea' of
1 did these things that I was
automotive mechanics. The told to do. Unfortunately, I
mustached officer approaches have always been taught that
the driver who, after inquiry, policemen oi all kinds are
explains his dilemma.
'always fair and just people.
Sow kids, we've all beard When p,metbing such as this
idioms like "a man in blue is a occurs, I feel that it ~ in some
friend to you." Did this officer way my fault. I was too ner-

vous to obtain the officer's
name or badge number to
complain. All I wanted was for
the travesty to end.
"To serve and protect. ..
Unless it has been changed, I
believe that is the police
department motto. Maybe a
more fitting credo would be
"To harass and brandish
authority." What do we as
taxpayers (and, in tlus case,
tuition payers) have to do to
remind these people that they
are public servants? They
suppposedly are keeping check:
on us. Who is keeping tabs on
them? Who is regulating the
actions oi these cretins who
have let the power and
protection of a badge go to
their beads? I for one would
like to see some answus and
chaDges.
I don't expect all who read
this to agree with my
somewhat radical opinion
(especially not those Krazy
Kampus Kops). You may be
lucky enough to escape the
personal degradation and
humiliation that I was forced
to endure. But I know mine is
not an isola ted incident and
this mockery of justice will
continue until enough people
voice their displeasure with
these
self-righteous
bureaucrats.
Eric
Billingsley, juinor, film.
television, aad theatre.

Diabetic says sacrifice worth a child
This letter is written in
response to that of Todd Davis
which appeared in the
February 1 edition of the DE.
In my opinion, Mr. Davis did
not in any way justify abortion

~~~ ~o~ d~k~~~ I ~ta ~
year-old mother oi 8 four-anda-half-year-old,
perfectly
normal, happy, healthy SOD. I
have also been an insulin
dependent diabetic since the
age of 10.
I would like to enlighten Mr.
Davis
regarding
his
"research" concerning a
diabetic pregnar~. A rigid
diet and precist. blood control
should begin long before a
child is ever conceived. A child
is more likely to have birth
defects if blood sugar is out of
control at the time of c0nception rather than during the
actual uregnancy. However,
eleva ted blood sugar during
pregnaucy does lead to in-

creased birth weight
I know of no woman who
became blind by giving birth
(diabetic or otherwise>.
Blindness is a long-term effect
of diabetes just as heart
disease, kidney disease, and
high blood pressure are.
Diabetics no longer have to go
blind from their disease. Eye
specialists can perform laser
surgery to prevent the blood
vessels in the eye from
bleeding, which is what
eventually may cause a
diabetic to go blind.
DiabetaJ tends to run in
every other generation, so the
chance that my grandchildren
will develop diabetes is
greater than the chance that
my son will. My grandmother
was a diabetic and mother of
six healthy children. I am the
only grandchild out of seven
who has diabetes. Mr. Davis, I
believe your 50 -percent "hit"
rate for inheriting the disease

is more than slightly
exaggerated.
Mr. Davis, I don't want to
discourage you from your
decision to adopt. But should
your finacee be one of those for
which contraceptives are not
100 percent effective, I encourage you to do a little bit
more "research" before you
make the decision to abort. My
son is living proof that a
diabetic can have a perfectly
normal child if she is willing to
make some sacrifices. I've
found that the sacrifices I
made during my pregnancy
were minimal compared to the
ones I've made as a pareni..
One {'mal thought if
everyone chose abort'')Il as a
means of birth control, .7here
would you fmd a child to
adopt? Jane Ward.
secretary. political science
department.

Senator: USG showing a new responsibility
In th~ DE editorial of Feb. 2.
several facts were in error.
First USG is a constituency
group elected by the student
body t; represent them. The
USG as any governing body
bas the power to appoint
people to fill vacant and
vacated seats. I was appointed
by unanimous consent to fill
the seat for the College of
Science for the rest of this
semester.
S?C on the other hand is not
a cor..c;tituency group. They are
an RSO. Being an RSO means
that they are a club like the
over 350 other clubs on campus. These clubs exist on
student fees paid by all
students and di...Uibuted by
USG. Therefore it is the
responsibility of the USG to see
that students have access to
the fees they have provided.

...
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Access means

sev~..al

things.

It means that students have

the lif.,ht to join any club that
they wish. Also that they be
alluwed both to run and to vote
for the officers of that club.
Thirdly that they have a voke
in the direction tb.it that clu~
should take.
The DE also accuses me of
springing this NlIlStitutional
review on SPC. This process
was started by me in
De...--ember of 1987 and continued througb the Spring
semester of 1988. SPC was well
aware of the problems with its
RSO status. The CIA is merely
continuing where it left off.
But it seems the DE isn't
satisfied with the revitalized
USG. The fiasco called the
Committee on Internal Affairs,
headed by. Juliana Tayw.
must have made your poisoo

pens stand on end. The new
responsibility of USG must be
boring compared to the antics
of last semester. But don't
start inventing new controversies: I'm sure that the
work USG does this semester
will be quite newsworthy. Chuck Hagf'rman, cbair of the
Committee for Internal Affliirs
and senior, biology.
Editors note; The Daily
Egyptian stands lIehiDd the
facts in its Feb. ZeditoriaL

Clarification
"No, society is so childlilte and
irresponsible that it refuses to
accept the consequences of it's
actions - namely having sex."
The comma was ommitted
from this quote in a letterf~
Gillian Mary Martin.
'
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I Students
I talk with

site team
By Mark Barnen
StaffWriler

I

Nine students attended
an open forum Tuesday
to express their concerns
about SlU-C to members
of the North Central
Association accrediting
review team.
The nine-member team
is on camp'lS getting
responses from the
University community
before completing its
report to determine
whether it should be
accredited for another 10
years.
"We are here to hear
what it's like to be a
student here," Rudolph
Schulz, chairman of the
NCA review committee,
said.
Roger Ivy, a computer
science major. expressed
his discouragement with
SlU-C's environment and
black students. "There
have been reports that
have said 75 percent of
black students do not
graduate. This shows 8lU
lacks a productive environment."
Iv" mentioned the lack
of tenured faculty for the
Black American Studies
program. the removal of
BAS courses from the
Genera I Educa tion
curriculum and the iow
number of black faculty
at the University.
Schulz explained that
the review team is here
to
make
recommendations and to hear
from those from the
University community.
"We are a fact-finding
body for the institution as
a whole," Schulz said.
"We can't take action. It
u1d
foor u~ r:es~rtu~
University what to do."

Officials: tax hike
may foil education
SPRlNGFIELD mPH G"...... James R. Thompsons
proposed cigarette tax increase coupled with expected
revenue growth in the state
budget reduces the pressure on
lawmakers to raise the state
income or sales tax to boost
state education funding, the
governor's budget chief said
Tuesday.
At an Illinois Farm Bureau
conference on education
funding and state spending',
Robert Mandeville, director of
the Bureau of the Budget, said
the $180 million in proposed
high tobacco tax proceeds
coupled with an anticipated
$500 million in revenue growth
in fiscal 1990 "makes it hard to
focus on the additional needs of
areas like education."
"I thi~ the cigarette tax
proposal will make it more
difficult to pass a larger tax
and change the method of
financing education," Mandeville said. "Two revenue
sources - income tax and
sales tax - account for fjl
percent of general funds
revenues. So if you need 'more
than) a few hundred nilllion
dollars ... don't look to the
smaller taxes, it isn't there.
You have to go after the income tax or the sales tax or
you're not going to get it."
The Illinois Farm Bureau
supports a 40 percent increase
in the personal and corporate

r

income tax, but only if it is
accompanied by det:reased
property taxes.
After actively promoting
income tax increases in exces~
of $1 billion for the I;)8st two
Yoilars, Thompson this year is
asking for an 18-cent-per-pack
increase in the cigarette tax
and taxing all tobacco
products to raise $180 million.
ThoJr..pson wants to spend $65
million of the new money on
education programs.
Sen. Vmce Demuzio, DCarlinville, who represented a
lawmaker's view at the conference, said he was disappointed in Thompson's latest
proposals for funding
education. Demuzio said
Thompson should propose
higher income taxes in his
March 1 budget address to the
General Assembly if he
believes they are needed.
"As the chief executive
officer, I think (Thompson)
has an obligation and a
responsibility to propose the
General Assembly, as he has
done in the past, what he feels
is needed," Demuzio said.
"You can be an idealist and
seek the impossible dream for
a while," Mandeville said.
"But in the real world of
politics and government,
eventually you say let
~~:,!e=. !;lse take the heat

Sex can be risky business. There's
AIDS, other STDs and pregnancy to
worry about. Join this disciussion
of current issues and ways to
reduce the risks.
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TAXES, from Page 1- BAS,
"We ought to have as our
goal a college education for
every child with the
motivation," Thompson said.
He stressed that his proposal
for a "modest tax increase" on
cigarettes and tobacco
products would benefit the
state's educational budget.
"A steady, reliable tax inc!'ease would create $180
million in new revenue,"
Thompson said.
"The state has changed a lot
since I took office. We've done
many things - programs that
hadn't been done previously that we needed to address.
However, that means more
competition for dollars,"
Thompson said.
Thompson said recent
prosperity in the state is the
reason for justifying a tax
increase at "precisely this
time."
"We're .;tarting to match
national growth. We've had an
unemployment drop and the
Midwest is enjoying a boom at
this time," Thompson said.
Thompson said that contrary
to public opinion the $500
million that the lottery
generates is only a small part
of the state's education budget
oU5 billion.
"Every penny of profit from
the Lotto goes toward
education, but that doesn't
cover it. How much more
money there is depends on how
much else is ap;.roved from
the general fund," Thompson
said.
Thompson also emphasized
the fact that Illinois income
tax has remained at the same
level for several years.
"It's the time to make a
modest increase in the income
tax, which hasn't changed in 20
years. After the new
(cigarette) tax, we'll still have
the lowest income tax,"
Thompson said.
The funds generated by the
proposed tax would be divided
three ways:
.$65 million for education.
"This would give us a 7 percent
budget ir.crease and a half-.
way decent (education) budget
for the first time in years,"
Thompson said .
• 167 million for technology

"We ought to have as
our goal a college
education for every
child with the
motivation. "
-JafTles R. Thompson
and business. "High tech will
create and keep moreJ'obs in
Illinois, .. Thompson sai .
.$50 million to fight against
drug and alcohol abuse to help
a "blemished youth,"
Thompson said.
"These are three worthwhile
goals as Illinois moves into the
new century," Thompson
added.
Concerning cheating and
lying in state schools,
Thompson said it is no more of
a problem to Illinois educators
than it is in other states.
"It is a valid point, however
not one confined to Illinois.
Cheaters only cheat themselves. because jobs require
the demonstration of service
and knowledge," Thompson
said.
However, Thompson also
pointed out the difference
between agreeing with and
actually paying for higher
educational standards.
"There is a connection
between 'I want more for
education' and actually
digging into their pockets,"
Thompson said.
",,"bile in Scuthern Illinois,
Thompson surveyed the Rend
Lake Conservation Department via helicopter for
possible locations for a
~~~:tsS:'n~~ Illinois arts
No decision has been made
concerning the site or ~
specifics of the project.

from Page 1The Blac·.. American Studies
program has undergone
faculty and course cuts in the
last five years. Currently,
there is one BAS faculty
member, director Luke Tripp,
and be has been denied tenure.
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The University is advertising for a new director
and one other new faculty
member.
The African American
Studies Association, formerly
the Black American Studies
Association, protested at last
week's Board of Trustees
meeting.
The AASA has asked for the
reinstatement of the BAS
general education classes,
more faculty members, and
BAS autonomy.
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Husband of year
credits wife
for his award
ARCHBALD, Pa. (UPI) - A
Lackawanna County man
selected "Husband of the
Year" in a nationally televised
contest says his weheelchairbound wife is the "woman ol
the year, year after year."
John McAndrews received
theawardina Valentine's Day
edition of "The Oprah Winfrey
Show."
McAndrews, a civilian
personnel
officer
at
Tobyhanna Army Depot, was
selected as one ol 25 national
finalists after his wife su~

::~t!rJ~~u-w~

Scranton.
Joan ltlcAndrews, who
suffers from multiple sclerosis
and is confined to a
wheelchair, needed two weeks
to write the letter.
"You gotta love someone
who takes two weeks to write
'n pages, " she said.

Correction
The Black American Studies
program was incorrectly
identified in Monday's Daily
Egyptian. The African
American Studies Association
has requested a name cblo.nge
for the program, but no official
.decisiDn bas been made.
Daily Egyptian, February 15, 19119, Page' 7

Tie$ still hold between SIlJ-C and COBA alumni
Graduates contend
University aids
in later decisions
3y Megan Hauck
Staff Writer

Whether it's by a lawyer, a
bank president or a certified
public accountant, College of
Business and Administration
alumni have been giving the
University a good image.
COBA graduates from as far
back as 1964 share the belief
that SIU-C continues to be of
immeasurable help throughout
their careers. Says one: "The
best thing COBA has for local
businesses is the continuing
relationship between the
school
and
local
businessmen. "

Dennis Burd, a 1964
graduate of COBA, is a district
agent for Northwestern
Mutual Life in Carbondale. He
has remained in contact with
COBA since 1964, accepting
students from the college for
internships at Northwestern.
"I think the school is doing
an excellent job of maintaining
a dialogue and a resource for
the local business people,"
Burd said. "It's a two-way
street - we belp them and
they help us."
COBA dean Tbomas Gutteridge said Burd recruits
about 10 students each year for
internships at Northwestern
Mutual Life, which translates
into about balf of those
students looking for local internships.
Burd, wbo has been with

Poetry, prose
part of black
history event
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
will
highlight
SIU-C's
Black History Month when
"Mr. and Mrs. Black Theatre"
present dramatic readings of
prose and poetry at 8 p.m.
Saturday in Student Center
BallroomD.
Tickets are $10 for adults,
$7.50 for students and $3.50 for
children under 12.
"Raisin in the Sun " one of
Dee's most popular films, will
be shown at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Made in 1961, "Ra~in in the
Sun" stars Sidney Poitier and
Lou Gossett, Jr. in a story
about the long-nurtured
dreams of an· impoverished
Chicago family 'and how those
dreams come true when an
insurance bequest gives them
financial security.
The theme for 1989's Black
History Month celebration is
"Black History Through Artful
Eyes," which traces the
progress of black Americans
through the humanities, including film, theater, art and
religiOn.
Thursday, the Black Affairs
Council will host Camille
Yarbrough. Her presentation,
"Tales and Tunes of an
African Griot," will be at 7
p.m. in the Student Center,
BallroomD.

Northwestern Mutual since
1974, said finance and accounting classes he took as an
undergraduate at tbe
University belped bim to
understand finance and
balance sheets.

"It's a two-way street
- we help them and
they help US."
-Dennis Burd
Larry Hengebold, director of
computing affairs, is a 1968
master's graduate of COBA.
Hengehold contends that three
tbings bave belped bim
become successful: learning
bow to work with people,
learning to ask why and bow to

seek solutions to problems and
understanding organizational
activities and relationships.
Hengehold, who received his
undergraduate degree from
SIU-E, said business students
today must be flexible and
willing to change.
"Be prepared to deal with
chi!nge," he said. "(COBA
students) will be successful if
they can do that."
Jack Becker, an alumnus of
the College of Vocations and
Professions said the education
be received bas yet to become

1956, one yearJrior to the
COBA, is
establisbment
president of Charter Bank of
Carbondale.
Greg Eversden, owner of the
Egyptian Sports Center since
1982, graduated from SIU-C in
urn with a master's degree in
business. Eversden said the
faculty at COBA continues to
belp him decide business
moves.
"The big thing there is the
caring faculty members that I
still use today," Eversden
said. "I use them as a devil's
advocate to belp me tear apart
things anc! work things out. "
Eversd<m, who earned his
undergraduate degree in
business from Quincy College,
also has real estate holdings
throughout Southern Illinois.

outdated.

"You adapt and you add to,
or enlarge on it as you go
along," Becker said. "Tbe
accounting training I got I
have used and still use to this
day."
Becker, wbo graduated in

DEAL OF THE WEEK

2/15 - 2/21

WESTE
UNION
.. 1990 Passenger ~ ~ Motorcycle
Renewal stickers
* Private MaIlboxes for rent * Travelers Checks
• Title &.. Registration
* Notary Public
* Money Orders
Service

KENWOOD
Sm:EO FOR
CAR
'IOUl

KFC-1271 Car Speakers
.5 1/4 inch, 2-way
.45 watts max.

only

$59 00 pair

Center-Carbondale

Center 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale S4....:1~!U:.t..!. .

This Spring Break
go Greyhound
instead ..~,
\~
For just $49.50 each way, you and your friends can
afford to pb;! on Greyhound. Whether it's the beach,
the slopes or your hometown, going Greyhound
won't cramp your style.
Group of 35 or more ca;' qualif}' for f!xclu!'ive coach
occupancy.

Round
Trip
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A weekly column an._nng
akohol and drug quelillOn.

•~~dvice ToTh~
)9 Drug Worn

Dear
I keep drbaldng __ though I know rm a1reaoly
drunk. c:ou1d that _ _ I might be In danger of becoming . .
alcaboIlc:?
When you drink alcohol, your mental functioning is impaired. Your
reasoning and judgement dslf1riorste long befOifl you appear intoxk:ated.
One of the main problems the alcoholic; has ;s not knowing wfIBn 10 Slup.
AIthr>ugh Blready inlOxicsted, his/her brain probably won't recogrt!ze they
ha:v had too'much to drink." loss 01 con4toI
ihe amoum 01 alcohol
consumed ~ a prime ilKlica/or for BlcohoIism. For example, M;117 you e __
gone 10 II psrty and planned m only hailing II few (2~) drinks and wound
up drinking II six-pack or more just becauSfl you oouictl't slop? Have you
repeated this pallBm on nllmfirOUs ~ions?" familiar saying. "One;s
too many and II thousand 100 few': sums up clearly how an aicdlolic ~
hiSiher relationship with ak;ohoI. It may be time for you 10 IISSilSS your
drinking behavior when you tBBJize that you continue 10 drink eMm when
ynu know tlst you\le Blready had too much.

0_

SELF OVEA' sueSTANCE
_ Alcohol oItfI Drug

Abuse "'--,/on I'rogram

GREYHOUND

717 S. University
..... AiKf~.medrivingtous: 549-3495'

Partol Your S/UC Student Health Program

•
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COM-PACT DISC

11.89

12 oz. Cons 12-Pock

2.49

Limit 2 With Coupon

_~~~~~"!9

12 Exposure
15 Exposure
24 Exposure
36 Exposure

f~~"'''''''~
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New "
~ Releose~

~~~,,-

COMPACT DISC

11.89

Color Print Film
1 Print
2 Prints
ROII. .................. Reg. 2.69 ................................... 1.99..............2.99
Disc ................. Reg. 3.29................................... 2.59 ... ..-.......•3.99
Roll ................... Reg. 4.29 ................................... 3.59..............5.79
Roll..... .. ........Rcg.6.99 ...................................5.99 .............. 7.89

Bnng Coupon With Rim Order

NoUmit

PINK
FLOYD

90 Minute
Blonk C05seHe

89¢
Umit 10 With Coupon
Good thN 2-21-89
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Cake In redients

Grade 'A'

Flame Red

Gov'! Inspected Smoked Picnic

l3unny Luv California

Italian Sausage or

Cut·Up Fryers

Seedless Grapes

Pork Roast

Carrots

Bratwurst

58 C

78e~

Lb.

FamilyPulf

Kin.

1.0..11"' ....

99~GaL
GENERAl. MERCHANDISE

NO COVPON-NO UMlT

Tropicania
Frozen
9~geJulce

Ore-Ida

~J!!!l-on.tbe-cob

99 ¢
99(:

99~

Milk

t148

P.!.~.....

88e~

78~.Bac

Country fair Whole or 2W.

Southern Belle
Corn

Lb.

BAKER'S DOZE."~ BAKERY

8S"C

Com
Wieners

68 e
Lean & Tender

~w.zo

$319 Pork Boston

WCJOCI«rUI

$7 88

Vidoo Cassette.
Perfecto
~~!",um

SERVICE MEAT CASE

Butt Roast

98~.

Drop off your dry cleaning or
laundry, rent a movie for 99< and buy

a Lottery ticket all at our convenient

service counter center, Country Fair
wants to belp make you a
MIWONAIREI

YOUR ONE STOP SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY· 7 DAYS A WEEK

457-0381t~~:~e 13W
Prim eIIective Somday 2·12-89 thru Saturday 2·1s.89
We _ t h e right 10 timn QIJOl1Inl85
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Despite investigation, founder rejoins with club
M!sapproprBtion
of funds left
poflCe inquiring
By Marc Blumer
Staff Writer

The University Martial Arts
Club will be allowed to reaf-

iiliate with Elliott Freeman,
club :UIlIlder and past head
instructor, who bad been
banned from all club functions
following an investigation of
the club's finances in 1987.

Mike Dunn, director of Intramural·Recreational Sports,
said that the only s!ipulation
regarding
the club's
association with Freeman
would be that "All funds an~
dues received by the club be
processed
through
a
Univenlity account, which we
require of all sport clubs. "
UMAC bad used an off·
campus account for some of its
funds, which made it difficult

for the Recreation Center
Administration to account for
income received by the club.
Dunn said the University is
responsible for all RSO ac·
counts.
Scott Walker, president of
UMAC, made a request Feb. 6
on behalf of the club to Dunn,
to reafiiliate with Freeman as
a national affiliate officer.
Walker baid Freeman's
proposed duties would consist
of "technical seminars,
pr'J1l1otions testing and issuing
of rank."
At a meeting Feb. 9 at the
Recreation Center, Walker
explained to Dunn that
Freeman's rank as a fourth
degree blackbelt and his role
in the founding of the U.S. Moo
Duk Kwan Federation
(Freeman had been the
Midwest representative of the
federation> made him more
qualified to test and evaluate
t;MACs students.
UMAC had been affiliated
with the f\ioo Duk Kwan

In December of that year,
Federa tion before the
Kirk recommended that the
allegations.
club clearly define any
The Sports Club Council
requires that all martial arts relationship between them·
clubs affiliate with a national selves and any outside
organizations, process aU
federation.
Walker had sought the fiscal affairs thro:!g!J their
assistance of the Un, university account (UMACz
dergraduate Student Gover- lib other RSOs, had usea
nment in helping with reaf- scme outside accounts) and
filiation with Freeman. Bill evaluate the sale of equipment
Hall, USG president, bad of· by the club or club members.
However, Kirk said he found
fered to c.ill a special senate
meeting on the matter if the no "criminal" violations in the
club'lI
actions and no charges
senators hart voted to at
tonight's
meeting. were ever filed against UMAC
or Elliot Freeman, with the
In 1987, following complaints exception that UMAC was
of alleged misappropnations required to reimburse the
of funds, Carl Kirk, captain of Undergraduate
Student
the SIU-C Security Office, Organization for $300 that was
conducted an investigation allegedly misappropriated in
into the club's activities.
1985.

COMEDY

KiIk reported that UMAC
bad received $300 from USG to
pay fo,' a sp..minar. 'egistered
Student Organizations are not
eligibie to l"eCt!ive funds for
fleminars
from
USG.
Kathy Rankin, coordinator

of recreational sJl(d'fs, sent a
memo after the 'investigation
setting guidelines for UMAC to

retain sport! club status.

Rankin's memo stated that
UMAC could "not engage in
activities at the Student Center
involving Mr. Elliot Freeman.
Mr. Freeman is dso not
permitted to practice. instruct
or evaluate the members of the
UMAC or any other sports
clubs in the Student
Recreation Center."

FREE LIVE
COMEDY EVERY
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT IN THE
STUDENT CENTER
BIG MUDDY
ROOM
AT 9:00 PM
School got you down?
Then make Wednesdays your night to
cut loose and laugh at the hOttest standup comedians in the business! Enjoy the
hilariry of your favorite professioo ",I
comedians every Wednesday at 9.00
p.m. in the all-new "Comedy Cellar:
located in the Big MuOOy Room of the
Swderu Center. absolutely FREE of
charge! Don't be asticlc. in the mud.
C.orne join the fun. laughs. pizza
specials. and token discounts in
'The Arc.ade: every Wednesday
n'ight ac 9:00 in the "Comedy Cellar"
at [he Student Center!

DEAN EDELSON
FEB. 15th
Voccd one of Showrirne'. Funniest

Pcrsons in Amenca. ().!an is a veteran
of me New York comedy dub cin:uiL
lie headlines many of the major comedy
dubs around rhe country and performs
reg"larly ac rhe Improvosation. Catch a
Rising Scar. and Sland-up NY. Narional
television appearances include The CBS
Morning Program. Nighrshili:. and a PBS
special. He has also written scripts for
The Gary Schandling Show and
C..ommanckt USA.

~~------~------~~----~~®

A Large Cheese Pizza For

Just $6.89!

(pIuatax)

AI. this price you can afford 10 top all a large chHie
pizza any way you like. IDad it up with ilia Ioppings of
your choice for iust a lillie extra. And of course. we'O
deliver your custom-made pizza hoi and fresh 10 your
door in 30 minutes or less. Guaranteed!
Nobody Delivers Better. - No coupon neoes&al)'.

*Comedy Cellar
T... S~irt Giveaways

Just Ask I
Expire" 2/19/89

r---------------------,
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
I

I

II
I

Pan Pizza Meal Deal
One 12" 2-Topping Pan Pizza and

III

Four Coca-Cola classics for Just $9.95!

II
I

JI
IL_____________________
~res: 4fV89.
®

r---------------------,
DOUBLE
I
I
I

Two original 12" Cheese

I
II

I

Pizzas for Just $8.90I .... 1ndudad)

DEAL
Top It off with generous
portionsofyourfavcrite

am
I
151m~~
"'~.k.~ I
I

orr - . J
L--------------------toppings for just a little extra.

Call us!

549-3030

616 East Walnut
Eastgate Plaza,
Carbondale, IL.

..

~1'~d=~~~IIn~:~.U;=,=~::':,::~:.::~:a.:~

Comedy Club Food Specials
At Pizza Pete's
Wild Works Pizza
Pepperoni Pizza
Sausage Pizza

$1.25/ Slice
$1.15/ Slice
$1.151 Slice

Comedy Club Special
Slice of Pepperoni or Sausage Pizza and Medium Soda $1.60
Also Available
Peanuts
Popcorn
Cookies
Soda

STODEttT PROGRAMMlttG COOttCIL
SPC Travel & Ret
Break away to the hottest action in
Day~ona Beach & Panama City.

Cool Hand Luke

~_~'
Q ..
L·.
-.::

Thurs., Feb. 16 - Only
6:30 & 9:00 pm

l\-iarch 11·18

Daytona Beach
From $155
Panama City
From $140

Deliverance
Friday & Saturday
Feb. 17 & 18
8& 10 pm

t-----------------,.,I

*ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION VIA DELUXE MOTORCOACH
AVAILABLE.
·SEVEN NIGHTS ACCOMODATIONS AT ONE OF DAYTONA'S
OR PANAMA CITY'S FIN[ST OCEAN FRONT HOTELS.

*OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS TO WALT DISNEY WORLD, EPCOT
AND OTHER FLORIDA ATTRACTIONS FROM DAYTONA.
*A MONEY·SAVING DISCOUNT CARD.
I -_ _ _ _ _ _., _ _ I*SERVICES OF ON·SITE VACATION STAFF FROM SPC.

4th Floor
Student Center
Video Lounge

*ALL TAXES. TIPS AND SERVICE CHARGES INCLUDED.
HURRY!! SPACES LIMlTED!!
Go with the best, SPC Travel & Rec - Twelve years experience!
For more info stop by the SPC Office on the

1""'-'..-Jp iitlGiiEfI K
3

SCHOOL All Shows '1.00

DAZE

Get Involved

Feb. IS
7pm&9pm

Help Plan
Springfest '89

Today

---t

.......... 1n'--'... wlllPC U6-a391 .....

Ci¥;ii'

SPC

~iIJP'

Come to the meeting on
Thursday at 7 pm

Activity Room B
Student Center

...---wL.. For more information call 536-3393 ~-NHI

U.S. College
The Black Affairs COUDlCll
and
Comedy
~!pe Exp't£,~~ioE, dI'tt~
Competition ~~w11
presents

March 6th at 8:00 p.m.
Student Center Ballrooms
C&D
Admission is FREE

call SPC at 536-3393

Chocolate Chip Theatre
Comp4i!-ny
Student Center Ballroom D
7:00 pm Feb. 23
Admission is $2.00
For more information call 536·3393

Get Involved - For more information call SPC at 536-3393

Big laughs, pizza and games at Comedy Cellar
Comedian Edelson
to tickle fLnnybone
with IveIy comedy

watching Laurel and Hardy
and Abbott and Castello on
television.
"Then, in college, I worked
with an improvisation group.
We did 12 to 15 performances a
year. It was a college version
IX a Saturday Night Live en.
semble," be said.

By Kathleen DeBo
SlaffWriter

Dean Edelson, voted one of
Sbowtime's Funniest Persoos
in America, is performing his
stand-up comedy routine at
The Comedy Cellar's opening
in the Student Center.
The per!ormance is tonight,
9 p.m. in the Big Muddy Room
and it is free.
He does not eat a lot of n>A1
meat.
In a telephone in~rview,
Edelson said. "I don't eat a lo~
of red meat. Make sure yIJU tell
them that."

EDELSON HAS made
several television appearances
and be has played feature roles
in films, including "Big,"
"Planes,
Trains and
Automobiles" and "Bad
BOYS." He is a graduate of

IUS FAVORITE stand-up
comedians are Steve Martin,
Woody Allen, Richard Pryor,
Robert Klein and his mother,
Edelsoo said.
"My mother is a pretty
funny lady," be said.
His style, however, is his

Chicago's Second City.
Edelson said he started
doing stand-up on an openmicrophone night a t a club.
"YOll never forget your fU"St
tin.e o)n stage. That high is
hard tc duplicate. It's your
own material and people are
laughing at yv'. U's like Belt.
Sometimes, it's better," be
said.
Edelson said be got booked
on comedy as a child by

own.

"Hopefully, my style doesn't
resemble anybody but my

own. I try not to style myself
after anyone," be said.
He said his act includes a
mixture of voices and personifications.
•
"My -style is observational,
I'd say. It's about everyday
life, fa:nily, my point of view,
and regioos of the country and
the people in them." 11<_ said.
Edelson, who is known for

Stallone tops Golden Raspberry
dishonors list with 5 nominations
HOLLYWOOD (SHNS) Sylvester Stallone, Tom Cruise
and a tai"i.:Jg horse shared the
dishonors when the Golden
Raspberry Foundation aDllounced DOminees for the
worst achievements in fIlm in
1988.

Stallone's violent sequel
"Rambo m" was nominated
as a loser in five of the nine
categories ID the ninth annual
Razzie competition, which bas
DeVer seen a disboncree turn
up to collect an award.
The muscleman was
nominated for worst actor and
worst screenwriter of 1988,
while his movie is a weak
cootender for worst piCture.
Richard Crenna got a
nomination for worst supporting actor in the same film,
and Rambc Ill's amateurisb
quality is to blame for Peter
MacDonald's worst director
nomination.

The Rames are a lighthearted parody .. the of~
pompous Academy Award
ceremonies, with the ultimate
losers offered a gold spraypainted, golfball-sized raspberry mounted on a plastic
base. Since the losers never
appear, the same trophy is
used in all categorieo - but a
spare is kppt backstage, just in
case.
The Razzies began in 1980,
growing out of a 1979 potluck
Oscar party. Golden Raspberry FOundation voters now
reside in 15 states, canada,
Switzerland and China. To be
nominated, a movie must have
appeared for at least one week
ina commercial theater.
Doing almost as badly as
Stallone's effort in this year's
preliminaries were Tom

~~~ a~ ~~ri~~b
"Cocktail" and "Hot to Trot"

CnJise was disl.oDored with
a worst actor nominatioo and
his marie with nominatioos for
worst picture, worst director
and worst screenplay.
Meanwbile, "Hot to Trot"
picked up dubioua Moon in
the worst actor category for
Bob uBobcaf' Goldtbwait as
well as nominatioos for worst
picture and worst director.
DOD the talking horse was
DOminated for worst DeW star.
Things looted almost as bad
on nominatioo day for both
Reynolds and Liza

::':!!m.

The Razzie nominators in
effect told Minelli to stay on
the road with Frank Sinatra
and Sammy Davis Jr. and stay
out of Hollywood. She was
nomina ted for worst actress
for her perfOl'DWlCeS in two
separate movies, "Arthur 2:
On the Rocks" and "Rent-a·
Cop."

clean comedy, said his use of
clean humor is a matter of
taste.
"IT'S A MATTER of what
people want to bear. Richard
Pryor was filthy when be
started out and 80 was Bill
Cosby. They adapted to
clean," be said.
"It depends on how the
(filthy) humor is used. IT it's
used to get a point across I see
nothing wrong with it," he
said.
For those who have never
seen a stand-up comedian
perform before, Edelson offered some advice.
"Shl.'W up - you'll have a
good time, " he Sf.id.
He added, "You can't
prepare someone for going to
see a stand-up comedian. It's a
unique a rt form."'
THE COMEDY Cellar, in the
Student Cen;er's Big M\oddy
Room, will offer free live
comedy every Wednesday
night at 9 p.m. with special
prices on pizza and arcade

games.

The Comedy Cellar fills a
gap left in area entertainment
when BG's Comedy Club
closed, Christina Va~~,~,
graduate assistant for spt!ciaa
programming at the Student
Center, said.
"We wanted a program for
students and when we beard
BG's Comedy Club bad
decided to close, we thought
we could provide comedy,"
Varotsis said.

SPECIAL PROGRAMMING
also wanted to provide an
alternative toCoo-Coo's, which
charges admission for comedy
performances and is not open
to younger University
students, she said.
The performance is free and
food specials are available for
purchase, Varotsis said. Free
tokens fer the arcade will be
given away opening night, she
said.
"(Offering comedy clubs) is
the trendy thing right now,"
sbesaid.

'Fly' sequel darts to No. 1

in week's movie grosses
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) "The Fly 11" buzzed every
other film in release in
North America last week,
landing atop the box4face
rankings in its debut with a
gross of $6.7 millioo.
This time around Eric
Stoltz plays the SOD of the
scientist who became a
gigantic fly in the 1M
remake 01. the ori£inall958

rUm (which itself had two
sequels> trying to find out
whether he had been cooceived before his old man
stepped into the mutating
maChine and got his genes
swatted.

"The Fly 11" knocked
"Tbree Fugitives" out of
the No. 1 spot after only one
week.
The top 10, last week's
gross, total gross, weeks in
release:

1. "The Fly u," $6.7
million, 1 week.
2. "Tbree Fugitives," $5
million, $20 million, 3 weeks.
3. "Rain Man·' .1.5
million, $102.2 million, 9
weeks.
4. "Beaches," $3.7
million, $30.8 million, 8
weeks.
5. "Her Alibi" $3.4
million. $9.6 iDiinon, 2
weeks.
6. "Cousins," $3 million, 1
week.
7. "Twins," $2.8 million,
$94.3 million, 10 weeks.
8.
"Who's
Harry
Crumb'!" $2.3 million, $6.9
million, 2 weeks.
9. ''Tap,'' $2.2 million, 1
week.
10. "Working Girl," $2.1
million, $44.5 million, 8
weeks.

BURGERS
WINGS &THINGS
WldnlSdgy
Ladies- "ight

Single?
We're Rvailable.
To Do Your
Wash That Is!
Drop It Off

Auff..Dry Laundry

9 - U pm $5.00 aMrf

Ladies Drink
Freel
fit Hiclnlght champclgne toad

Frankie's Hours:
Monday thru Saturday
11:00am·2am
Sundays
12:00 noon - 10 pm
204 W. College

·.BAR- - &. GRILL
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IN WATER OR OIL ~ BUMBLE BEE

CHonK TonA

FARM FRESH WHOLE

WAS

,cr.",",

2.19

6.500%

Lb

C~S

WITH COUPON &. $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS ~ $10.00 PURCHASE

•

GREAT FOR SNA

G WHITE

SEEDLESS GRAPES

00

WAS

1.69

Lb.

SIb
BAG

WITH COUPON &. $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS, $10.00 PURCHASE

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. FEB. 18TH 1989. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
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400 monkeys given
Valentine coconuts

Briefs
INTERVIEW SKILLS
workshop at 9 this morning in
Wbam30lB.
COMPUTING AFFAIRS
workshop: "Making the Most
of Your Fortran Programs,"
from 1 to 2:50 today in Faner
1025; "Introduction to dBase
Ill," from 9 to 10:50 a.m.
Thursday in Faner 1032.

ROCKVILLE, Md. (UP!) Animal rights activists
Tuesday delivered Valentine's
Day coconuts to more than 400
primates at a research
laboratory.
"This will be the first time
that those monkeys have ever
seen a coconut because they're
out of their natural habitat,"
said Victoria Thomas, a
spoteswcman for Peop'e for
the Ethical Treatment of
Animals.
.
"We just wanted to give
them a Valentine's Day gift
because it certainly helns to
alleviate their boredom,r, .she
said.
A dozen animal rights
adovcates, including Cam
McQueen, delivered the
coconuts to Dr. John Landon,
president of the SEMA company that runs the laboratory.
Thomas said Landon told the
group that the company apprecIated their actions and
would make S'.ire the primates
got the coconuts.
"He said the CC"'"ODUts would
go very Dicel
with the
rehab,':.-ogram that
they're working on for the

JOURNALISM SENIORS
may make summer and fall
advisement appointments.
Advisement begins Feb. 20.
BLACK AFFMRS COUDCil is
s
. the fIlm. "Raisin in
~ at 7 tonight in the
Student Center Auditorium.
USLA WILL meet at 9
tonight in the Rec Center
Conference Room.
RE-ENTRY WOMEN'S
Brown Bag Luncheon will be
held at nooo today in Woody
Hall 142·B.

EYGPTIAN DIVERS Scuba
Club meets at 6:30 tonight in
the Student Center Troy and
Corinth Rooms.

BISEXUAL AND Lesbian
Women's Support Group will
meet from 5:30 to 7:30 tonight
and each Wednesday of the
semester. For details, call
Women's Services at 453-3655.
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coconuts.

Carol Helstosky, a PETA
researcher, said the group
decided to deliver the coconuts
after bearing about a similar

Please Don't Drink & Drive
549-ROMP
Illinois

situation at a New York
laboratory.
''The (New :'ork laboratory)
noticed that the primates there
played with the coconuts,
groomed them a.ruI cradled
them... Helstosky said. ''This
was just part of our effort to
: ' : a t s = : . s for the
"This is the same laboratory
primatologist 'Jane
Goodall ccndemned, saying
that her tour of the place was
the worst experience in her
life," said Helstosky.

that

Tune-Up Special
4 cyL 39.95
6 cyl. 49.95
8 cyl. 59.95

o
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ADMINISTRATIVE AF- I
FAIRS Department of the I
AMA meets at 5 tonight at the
I
AMA offices.
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Most !)Oti;~C Cars &. Light Trucks

:I,

Includes: plugs, Fuel Filter, Set Time & OIeck Carburetor
!COupon Necessolji\~

I

AMERICAN MARKETING
Auociation sponsors the
. seminar, "Starting a Small
Business," at 7 tonight in
Lawson Hall. Speakers will be
Carbondale bar owners Todd
Weadick and Jim Zarn.

SEMA officials could not be
reached for comment Tuesday
about their plans for the

r----------- COU~---_:_--------,·
f .,~ochran's AlpoCO ~ :

I·AMOCO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the AMA meets at 7
tonight at the AMA offices.

animals," she said.
SEMA, located in Rockville,
contracts with the National
Institutes of Health to do viral
and AIDS research. Much of
the research involves using
laboratory monkeys.

LI1.,,~~;V1"t
$5 AII-You-Con-Drink
Gin & Tonic
Rum & Coke
Screwdrivers
Tequila Sunrises
Champagne Raffle and
a whole lot more.
$2 Quarts for the Guys
Hump Day
Bring in paycheck stub from place
of employment & receive 50% off all

By Appointment only

,

Expira 2.17-89
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GAY AND Lesbian~:t:
Union
is holding
. .
training sessioos at6 tooight in
the GLPU office, Student
Center third Door. For details,
call 453-5151.
II I

~gh~fh:C::J:r7p~
New members welcome.
UNnERGRADUATE 8'n.J..
DENT Government will hold a
Senate meeting at 7 tooight in
Student Center Ballroom B.

atS~ ~S~~=
Center Mackinaw Room.

Free string
music recital
scheduled
A student-faculty string
ensemble from the ScbooI of
Music will present a free
chamber music recital at 8
tonight in the Old Baptist
Foundatioo.
The sa-member ensemble
will p-lay Franz Joseph
Haydn s "Divertimento No.
2," John Antes' "String Trio,
Opus 3, No.1" and Antonin
Dvorak's ''String Quartet in F
Major, American."
Violinists are Christine
Norman and Donna Lagerstedl
Violists are Michael Barta l

I •• '
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NOTICE
JACKSON COUNTY RESIDENTS
IWNOIS STATE LAW REQUIRES:
- All DogS over abe age of four IDOIlW sbaU be curralIly
vaccinated against mbies Ie. display a mbies tag AI.ALL
~

JACKSON COUNTY ORDlNA:SCE REQUIRES:

-AU Dop UDder r_ _ duo of_IIt.UliI dbiplay 11ft ....I_II)

SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS
You wanta career where the sky is your limit

and you are In control.

Become an AJr Traffic Control SPecialist..
You'U take orr for career heights never before
inagined.
You'. have a career with a tomorrow because
today's aviation world is constantly expanding.
Enjoy a career with salaries up to $6OK-plus,
generous vacation, and excellent retirement
A college degree In any major, work
experience. or a combination of conege and
work wiD qualify.

Send your name and address on a postcard for
M application and more information to:

Till AT AU. TIMES!

CARBONDALE & MURPHYSBORO LAWS REQUIRE:
-AU Dop .... be ~ and ha... MInelli cily rq;Uoaraiiau
laO auacbcd to Iheir cullan aI all ....... ia additiaea au lim
cu"iraa ..we. oeciaaIic.. ~
PIBa!UI Vaccinate and tag your pet for their sake and your sa/fllyl

Federal Aviation AdministratIon

Dept:AP6
P.o. Box 26650
Oklahoma City, OK 73126

JACKSON:coum .00000E OF ANIMAL • ~BIU CONTROL
.JACKson

COU'IlV COI.IIffiOUSE
IlURPHVSBORO, IL 62966
(618 )684-2157

=~essoraDQ
Cellists
Paige COOlstock
and
Cathieare
Paull.

•••••

NlGH11.Y DRINK SPECIAlS
IuA..SeIect Import Beer $1.10
~ Draft Beer .35¢
Ib.u!:L St;)U $1.10
Eli. F.AC. 3 for 1 Happy Hour3-7 la-Mid
Sid...3 for 1 Happy Hour 10-Mid.
Reservations Recommended
l ~ 201 N. Washington

SALUKI MASTERS SWIDI.

lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
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Discover Today's FAA

SBA lends
an ear to
students

.-........-

By l'!iguel Alb.
StaHWriter

Talks between the Student
Bar Association and the
Graduate and Professional
Student Council are on hold
until after a referendum
decision.
In the referendum, School of
Law students will state
whether, or not, they want to
remain represented by GPSC.
Scott lI1anuel, Student Bar

e I)
eI)
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the SBA or the GPSC will
rer-resent the student body.
'It all depends on the
referendum," Manuel said.
"The referendum is to
ascertain what the desires of
the law school students are in
this matter."
Manuel said SBA has been
"considering" withdrawing
from GPSC since 1979, but
added that. he could not
remember the initial reasons
for the withdrawal
"It's likely that the· SBA"
will be the only representative
to represent the law school,
Manuel said.
In a letter to GPSC
representatives, Trudy Hale,
(;PSC president, wrote, "The
GPSC should Dot respond until
we receive a formal p~
from the law school reps.'

•
....

Miranda Tucker, 8, daughter of Stan and Carolynn Tucker
of Carbondal., Jum.,. rope for the A",.ricen Heart
Auoclatlon at the ('-ov....nt Chriatl.n School.

8
A RcSUJUrll"t for All Reasons

..

Margaritu & Coronas $1.50
Draft Beer 751.
1325 E. Main - Carbondole
529-5051

10

ENLARGEMENTS
We do in minutes

Presents

"Wednesdav Girl's
Night Out"
FREE Buffet
with Cocktails
5..close Mon.-Fri.

what others do in weeks~
• 1-3 Hour
Film Processing

• We make Prints
From Prints & Polaroid

• One Day Black &
• Plenty of Parking
White Film Processing

EGYPTIAN PHOTO
8-5:30
M-F

717 S. ILLINOIS
529-1439

8-10:30
SAT

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
2/13 .. 2/17

TIME MANAGEMENT
THURSDAV,I;EBRUARV 16

3-4:30PM
Miuiuippi Itoom. SIud.m Ccmcr
CoorcmonxI by Cuccr ~

~HEALTHYn1

In;~, fji~ll

100/00fr
on

Platcz Lunchczs
(entree and 2 vegetables)

RELATIONSHIPS
An ongoing SUpporl group,
cali Cathy at 536-4441.

For individual
counseling,
536·4441
P,artof vour

slue S.ud~n.
Hulth Proe'."

tU

•
.-.'-t-

-U

fU

Located on the 1st Floor-Student Center

on

e I)
eI)

( Il
{IJ

WELLNESS
CENTER

FEEUNG OVERWHELMED?
Come and lea", to deal more
eft"ca.iYCIy with ~our UIC ot tILlC
at IhiJ single lC. .ion worltsbop

.-U
~

Breakfast served from 7am to 10:30am
Lunch 11 am - 1:30 pm.
We're Open
Monday through Friday
7am to 1 :30pm.

•

Daily Egyptian
Classified
EJ 536-3311 ·.

VJS4

I

DIRECTORY
For Sale:
AUla

Pans & S"",ices
Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyles

FarRen!:
Apartment
Houses
Mobil~ Homes
Townhomes
Duplexes

Homes

Rooms

Mobile Homes
Real Estate

Mobile Home Lots

Antiques
Books

Roommates
Business Propeny
Wanted to Rent
Sublease

Cameras
Computers
EleclJonics
Furniture
Musical
Pets & Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous

HelpWanted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
Adoption
Lost
Found

Rides Needed
Riders Needed
AuclOn & Sales
Yard Sale Promo
Free
Business Opportinitics
Entertainment
Announcements

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
(bucdOll~""""'da...)

MinimlllD Ad Sole: 3 lines,

1 day_ ....•.•64¢ per Iinc. per day
2 day•..•.. 59¢ per line. per day
3 day._•.. 53¢ per line, per day
S days......41c per line, per day
6-9 days...41¢ per line, per day
10-19 days38qJCrlinc, per day
20 or JDOR32. . . line, per day

Cupy Deod1ine: 12 Noon.
, day priorlDp'blic:uion
VlSI/M&S1CI"CUd Acccpccd
Credit card clwJes !hrougb
\be mail or ovct die pbooc
are limilCd ID under $30.

30 cbanclCr/line

CLASSIl'1ED DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Open 1Wc..•..•••••__ .S6.15 pet 001liliiii inc:h, per day
MinllllllllD Ad Size: 1 COblll1D inch
:ipacr ~ Deadline: 2 p.m., 2 day. prior ID
pibJicalion
Requiranents: AU 1 ooIumn cJ....ifiud dUplay advcJIiIcmenIs are
reqllim:t ID have • 2iJOint border. ~ borden are ~Je <Ill
larger ooIumn widths. Reverse advenilCments are nOl aa:epablt: in
classified dUplay.

SMILE ADVERTISING RATES
I im:ll. •......... _................ .$6.00

Minimur.• Ad Size:

$1.00 {or eacb additional inch.
Artworlt cbarge•••. _ ..•.....$I.OO
Phocograpb cJwge. .•..•.••.$S.OO

Maximum Ad Size:

1 Column
I col. .. 16 incbeo

Space Reservation Deadline: 2 p.m., 2 days prior 10
publicatioo
Requirem..... : Smile ad raJt:, are designed ID be used by individual.
or organizatiOlll for penonal advenising •• binhdays, anniversaries.
congratulalioos. eI<:. and not for <OIIIIIlcrtiai usc or ID announce everu•.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY
Please Be SlD"e To Check
Your Classified A1venisement For Errors
On The First Day Of Publication
The Daily EaYPIiaa cmnOI be ~b1e for more than one day',
inc:o.rr- inlCnioo. Aclvatison are rapoasiblc (Of <:he<:kin& \beir
adllellilements for crron on \be lim day tbcy appear. Enon not \be
fauk of Ide adw:ni.., wbicb lea.... \be value of !be advcrti .........t will
beadjlllted.
All classified advertising must be proc:eued bcfon: 12:00 Noon ID

appear in !be DellI day'. p1bIicotion. Anything processed af1er 12:00
Noon will JO in !he following day'. publication. Oauified advertising
mUll be p&id in ad......., exa:pr f.x IboIC aa:ounu wi!h CII&bIiJhcd
....:dU. A ~ rharJe will be r.ddcd ID billed classified ad-uling. A
ocr.":tt ;haqe of $7.SO will be added to die ad-u..,', acounl for
every c:bedr. retumcd to \be Daily E£ypti.. unpaid by !he adw:niICr"
bank. Early c:anccIlaIion of • classified advertianent will be charged a
$2.00 service fee. Any Idimd under $2.00 will be forfc8ed due to !be
COlI of proce..i",.
AU adveni'in& .ubmiucd ID !h. Daily EgypU_ iI subject to
approval and may be mIiICd. rejeclcd, or canc:eUed 01 any rime.
The Daily EgypUaD UAUIle' DO liability if for any _I0Il it
bcoames neo.....y ID omit .. advcrtilcm"'L
A sample of all mail -<Xder items mus, be wbmiue( ...<I approved
prior ID deadline f'" publication.
No ad. will be.mi.J·cl...ified.

DON'T GET LEFT OUT

IN THE COlD
VERTISE IN THE D.E.

::.::'::>'1

AKC REG. WEIMARANER pups,

I

~~:iot~'d:.'1:7_~;gen.,
·2-16-89

DUNN APARTMENTS EfFICIENCY
1 and 2 bdnn~. available. ~

~~A57~=~S.
~~if IMMEDIAf&f'r~~

1658Apl00

",;et, modom, 2 bdnn 1owIIhou..,
2 baihs and ~nd "".!ong.
One hal bl. !.om CDIJlP.US, no f"!b.
$4~:,::,.,..w-~ ciItM 6pm lor

Call Iho D.E." 536-331 I

2~39Ba99

m89'

,lding_,m
,..--,....-010-10_

O< ........ ~ ...

ACCfSS TO CMlPUS-dwnIn ideal
1 bdrm reduced to $250 lor'

:::t15;.:JCt;'~~~2
lil5~ENiTlEs-b'SH~~

clopcN<Jl, .../d, carpet, ac. 2 bdmi
near M'dale and park. Quie',

shaded lois. 529·3737 or A57.
5086.
2·15-89
2... ~18099
GEORGETOWN APT., LOVEL....
_fum. or unIurn. Renti':!ll Full,

;..Io-~~'l;,~.=i~~
3-3-89
! 59980111
Renting For
faU

extra nice
Hou$es &.. Apts.
Q.ose to Carl1PUS

I·~~
,j~.J...

I

I·~~L
I·

RENTALS

,

Office At:

'I

501 E. College
. Large 1 Bedl'OODl/

'I
'I

I

Efficiency Apartmenh- .
& Mobile HOCles
Clean,
well maintained,
furnished apartments.

457--4422

1176 E_ WALNUT, S bdrm, •
peopl. need I more. Nexl 10
Univenity Mal. $170 mo., aI uIil.
irw:l. 529-3513.

lARGE APT. FURNISHED, oobIe TV,

:!':'k~'t..~ ollar, ..s7-6193.
2-17-89

163080101

~-lit6ROOM tow~L~:'
~::nle:1 !.!d:~~ll:r.I~:,c,:::

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED,
cable TV, utilities included, only

5210. ..s7-619J-""9'2-21-89
1643BqlOJ
2 BEDROOM, UNfURNISHED,

ell8r!if .lIicienl $.70, CI'Icilable

~":"20~~"l,';~;~
2134.
2-27-89
M'SORO
UNfURNISHED,

now

and May, chris 457-8194,

529-2013.
2-22-89

16688c-.l 07
EffiCIENCY,
cwl!ances, $135

154i'Bb1IU

~':~1r:~~7
2-20-89

183480102

ENJOY EXCEUENT

RATES

a"d

'PGcioul 1 and 2 ltarm., o,r,
~~, wat._ 457-4608, 4573-22-89

I ..

~

I
1

··HouSes·

..

NEAT 2 BORM ranch WIth cmpo<1
carpale<!, DC, 1/2 mile f1011h J
C'dtd<., $330 mo. 549-2092 alter

I

6p>t.

k;~1iNT 2 or 3 tJPm3~

Fvmishecl. $375, lea ... and ~

req~i.-.d. 71A N Almond, C'claI..
Cal alter 4, 217-429-2424.
2-21-89
1812i!blOJ
C01:i 2 &'!1M. Home, porlecIlor
coup'le,
Plea.ant
NW

;:i~~r~Ir$~ !g.

inoi.i.. No polL 549-3973 '" sF;.
2013.
-89

(jranama
fovesyou!

Lorra

r
to
~EW.6JID, MISSING FROM f...Holi. I I Can.a. land'. End

~xr.~~e=a-:::~:
~;",.,! tl~cjr 531;~;:

More For Your Rent Dollar
Carbondale Mobile Homes
lotQ. Available
•

Starting at $155 a month
Starting at $75 a month

r--JL...::""""=..Jll-l\ •
L-:...;;'::':=":':'=':;:-:-. / •

LOCKED POST
OFACEBOXES

F,....u.toSIU

FREE CITY, WATER & SEWAt.E
FREE TRASH PICK-UP
- - .,,_...,1-.

• INDOOR POOL

North Highway 51

549-3000

~~r~:·~I~~'9:f

5ludent c...... (2Od fIoorl. R_ord
lor lho .. who louho il. Contad
Muhammad, 549-1821.

lE~nD fOR RETUJ~!f'.?~e
~i~~~r.blt: ~

CABLEVlSlON

• LAUNDROMAT
• FREE LAWN SERVICE
•

p.43.
2·16-89
18JJGIOO
LOST fEMALE'S 1986 do.. ring,
li.1e Hi9~. School. lniliol. K.L.C.
Conlad Jell, ..s7·0S2.
2·17-89
1671GIOI

~~.' containing .oluable
,s-. c..I ~·51.a.
-

-89

1842Gl 08

PREGNANT?
can BIRTHRIGHT
Ftae Pregnancy Testing
Co:1ficlenlial AsSOSlance

549-2794

215W. Main

Congratuldte
Its new
Initiates
SonyaC~

Joanne :Jfa6er
~{issy Harrison
Sfl£ri 'j/arse/(
You've finally
made ItI
We're so proud
of you I

~.

fcuever,
Your new
SIsters

FORUM, from Page 1 - - - also said, "The decision to
eliminate Halloween does not
rest with the city. The city may "The city ... can
not like it, '>ut it can sooner sooner eliminate
eliminate Halloween as it can
shorten the month of October." Halloween as it can
He said the committee
should consider changing the shorten the month of
hours or streets on which the October. "
event is allowed to occur.
"We can't wave our hands
-Tim Larson
and make it go away," Larson
said.
The committee also ask"d
According to a letter from
for written statements to be Dennis Lyle, past president of
turned in at the meeting or in the Carbondale Chamber of
advance to the Carbondale C()mmerce, the event could
Chamber of Commerce.
According to a letter from h~n:f:1 ~~:!u~n b:r:t ~
Veronica Davidson, coor- terms
of
community
dinator of the Rape Action reputation.
Committee, the committee
supports Guyon's recomBusinesses have a moral
menda tions to end Halloween.
oLliga tion to their comThe lelter stated, "In our munities and Halloween Fair
work with sexual assault Days provides a bad exan.ple
survivors, we have seen that for young people by promoting
public consumption of violence, Lyle said in the
a!coholic bevt:rages greatly letter.
increases incidents of sexual
A letter from Malcolm
harassment and sexual Zwick, president of the
assault."
University Mall Merchants
The Rape Action Committee Association Board, said many
suggested putting ads in other mail merchants would like
college newspapers and in Halloween Fair Days
local papers to inform the eliminated.
public of the dangers involved
"After polling many mall
In the celebration as currently
merchants and most malt
managed.
mercl1ant association board
In an exerpt from the letter,
the committee said: "The
attempt to manage, direct and
control this event has not made
South Illinois Avenue a saie
place. Not only is the Rape
Action Committee concerned
with increased levels of
\'iolence against women, but
with increased levels of
TEXAN
violence in general from the
crowd that gathers on South
Homl! QI Dcl'{101:.lS
O:}1!!'!stctuh70'
&1ulh
Illinois Avenue."
----......~~." ..

BAN,

.....~

~,~

The forum was conducted by
committee chairman Samuel
McVay, director of the
University's Student Health
Program.
Safety, litter and thrown
bottles. cans and other items,
as well as crimes, continue to
be problems associated with
Halloween Fair Days.
Last week, the Citizen's
Advisory
Committee
recommended that Halloween
Fair Days continue but with a

~~:e ~a:nr~s:ndto c~~:

and decrease the importance
of alcobol and drugs.
Suggestions for improving
the event have included
limiting activities to Grand
Avenue, making the event a
daytime rather than nightime
activity and not allowing
guests to spend the weekend in
University residence halls.
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Your Favorite
Wine is on Sale
Today.

10% off All
Wines Every
Wednesday.

Spring Blood Drive Chairperson Applications
and Position Descriptions now available in the
Office of Student Development, 3rd Floor,
Student Center (453~5714). Applications due
Feb. 24, 1989: Positions Include: .

Blood Drive Chair ~
Kick-Off Chair
Donor Recruitment

~

Chair
Sponsorship Chair

VciJnEer Ra:ruiment
Chair

Tele.recruitment
Chair
Evaluation Chair
OperatiOns Chair
Entertainment Chair
Residence Hall Chair
Publication Chair
Inter.GffCk Chair

Mobilization of
Volunteer ERort

* * * featuring Daytona's hottest Spring Break hoIels * * *
TRAVELODGE
IIOAftOWALK

Nf'j{IOODJIOlfleJnlefnaIIOnal
NlQhlllte&sunsnmeall15.

I.",

INTERNATIONAL

CLARE.DOII

TRAVELODGE

-""'",

localeaonly500'eetlrom
thePlala RtghtmthemlOdle

otU'leactlim

.Driving packa~e.
W,lhoul Transportallon

Full Package.
With Trnpcrtatioo

CARPIAIlE HOUSE

PLAZA

SEABRfEZE
TheSpnng8reak faYOrite
861 locahoo 00 theSiup

Daylona'Srnces1'ooms&

&eal!ocatton

$I:'ffes Aenlyotactloo
Our premium hO!eI

and1r1ffiCllystfvtCt:

".

from Page 1
cancel the clearcutting of
hardwoods in the Town Hall
and Quarrel Creek areas,"
Randall Thomas, member of
the ACE, said. "Our appeal
was denied."
With Jackson County's
support. the ACE has enough
evidence to appeal to the U.S.
Chief of Forest Service ill
Washington,l').C.
"Two days ago we sent our
appeal, it's probably on the
chief's desk by now." Thomas
said. "Ah he has to do is sign it,
and the c1earcutting of those
two areas will be stopped.
"The more public support,
the better chance we'll have in
getting the government to
listen to us," Tl.omas said.
The ACE is working with the
Regional Association of
Concerned Environmentalists
to ban c1earcutting in all
counties of the Sh.. wnee
National Forest.
The regional assoc;ation
opposes c1earcutting because
they claim that it ruins the
forest for hunting and
damages hardwoods such as
oak and hickory, which grow in
the Shawnee National Forest.
The Forest Service claims
clearcutting is not harmful to
the trees if it is administered
properly. The service also
claims it is necessary to obta;n
timber for commercial sale.
Clearcutting has bef>n going
on for 20 years and the trees
are usually regenerated, Ron
Rayburn. Shdwnee timber
management staff officer,
said.
"These environmentalist
g.'oops pick isolated cases to
gel upset over," Rayburn said.
"There have only been a few
times when it wasn't done
properly. You have to take the
good with the bad. "

WEDNESDAY

members, there is a strong
feeling that the Carbondale
area would be better served
with the elimination of
Halloween Carbondale Fair
Days. The consensus is that
the Fair generates negative
feelings about Carbondale and
that business is, without a
doubt, suppressed during this
event," the letter stated.

nli:t'loom~

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

$149• 00"· ::;I~~n,O.,~:~Snt~~~~~o7e~~a~~fn~O~:15~~~'~:a~:~
no'"

$215 00
•

"

"9" on II. m'ddl, 01". K!ton Eoeh
nas a
ireat DOCI and partl' oeck anti OI(:ely fUrfuSh~1
,o[l'ms With COIOf Tv aud illf {onlh~lonlng ~e {I.p
.ponso, lor ,pe<:>l,c hOI' <I.t.,I,

• ~1~~n:al~IPc~:~~~~O~~h~~~~~~~rl:~~;nVI~!~~r~~V
Unlike others<. wt use lIti' newesl Slyl/!- llu5es

avtl,titbit

Upgrades Available (small addilional charge!

• KiII:heneIte

• IIcearinId Room
• Premium /kieIlJpgrade . Clarenliln Plaza
Arrangements by ECItO TOURS INC.

• PCOldH:kpa:r1t~.tndatt!v!t,e<;~ver\'5'"l1jedd"
fealurrng lne lamou~ EChl) Be~lv Hop contest

• Opl;on.al t>p:rU!SIO~S a .. allaDI~

;.1 OJ~ne:y WOlle!

EDeo; Qil1v ~hlp ar.d ml}'C
• An trt!"f! II!"I of ~i!' dnd 'flsiaul3fl! t!tSCo):.oniS 10

:;.J a","'""''''''
• Thf:'St"'vlctsOI1.ril!Ht'!f!t,a,·elfflr:reSf'f11ahve5tQ
S,he you ml)ll!,~' aT ~'\LaCt:s. \,,"11.; "",;:it;~~
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THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

*

Best HotelsGuaranteed
Our hoIels SUrplU
Ihe competition in quality

Plelse Compare

*

Best location In
Daytona
Don'111I • poor IecaHan ruin ywr
trip . (the Daytolll Itrlp II
23mlllllllftlll)

*

Shouting Distance
from Everythlna
The hlp btrs. raIIUrIntI. U(III and
Ir. cencertllnot I tIll rtde
'WI,. IIkl other trips,

*

Top of the Une
luxury Coaches
For It.. most comlortable parIJ

To Sign Up
Or For More Info

ERltf
549·0082

trip 10 Aorldl.

*

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day
11Ie holiest. biggest partialn

IIIW1G111 BeKht

*

You might lind I cheaper trip.
but why risk yoor
Spring Break cash on I
cheap jmitatioltl
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Comics
Doonesbury

By Garry Trudeau
ON,SURE.
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Shoe

By Jeff Mac Nelly

CaMn and Hobbes

8y 8i11 Watterson

Bloom County

By Berke Breathed
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Mother Goose & Grimm

Yes, you can get more return
from your advertising Investment,
right here on the
Daily Egyptian Cartoon Page.
for more information, contact
your sales rep or call 536-3311.
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The best of the new
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Deadline: /

Friday Feb. 24, 2:00
call 536-3311
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Puzzle answers are on Page 23.
Daily Egyptian, February 15, 1989, Page 19 .
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Exdting. Energetic. Attractive People
For All Positions In the Nightclub IndustJy

JIMMYZ EGYPTIAN POLO CLUB
315 S. Illinois Ave.
On the Strip In Carbondale
Call 457-5868 Afternoons

IO~h:.ct:.

Or. Carol A. Burns. University Press (3-6628).
Prc)fessolrs George Goodin or Richard Lawson.
Deportment (3-5321).

T-BIRDS
So J\,1uch Fun
So Little Time

_P_..,S-1IentII
Many ey.. hav. been on No. 23 Freddie
McSwain, seen her. soaring for a slam dunk.

The Saluld.' Junior I. averaging 18.8 points
per game In helping SItJ-C to a 17-7 record.

50¢

McSwain focusing on finale
to finish eventful 1st season
By David GaUlanetti

down, it showed me how im-

Staff Writer

portant academics is here."
SIU-C was not the only
school after McSwain's talenl
Oklahoma, Purdue and TexasEl Puo were among the
schools sbowing the most
interest, and the reason is
ob;bO:' 20-year-old Birmingham, Ala., native
averaged 20.3 points and 7.9
rebounds his sophomore year
at Northern Oklahoma, good
for team MVP honors.
Now, McSwain is averaging
16.6 points for the Salukis. In
addition, McSwain'S leaping
ability, numerous slam dunks,
a seldom seen offensive
display at SIU-C, and
showmanship on the court
have won over the hearts ~
nearly all the Saluki faithful.
evident by the signs and
chanting at most home games.
"He's exciting," Herrin
said. "He is the kind ~ player
that makes things happen. He
is a free-wheeler that gets
things off running. He is a
wiDner."
McSwain said his plaf has
changed little from Junior
college, making the transition
to SIU-C muCh easier. Fan
support and support from
Herrin are also big factors,
McSwain said.
"The kind of attitude
(Herrin) gives us is not much
of a change for me," McSwain
said. "Coach Herrin keeps

Freddie McSwain's first
season as a Saluki has
definitely had its ups and
d~n as in coach Rich
Herrin's dog house for two
games. Up as in 10-pius feet
a~~~~:~re~a~O:' to the
Salukis from Northern
t
. C II
Okla
the

h:e~lu:::orH~ea!J

assistant coach Bobby MeCullum.
"They sounded the most
sincere whea they said they
wanted to help me," McSwain
said. "As far as my degree was
concerned, it was the best
place to come anyway."
McSwain got a da&e of that
concern for academics when
he decided to skip a class,
shortly after a bout with the flu
early in February. Herrin did
not start McSwain for two
games, Feb. 4 at Indiana State
and Feb. 6 at Evansville.
"After I had the flu, it got me
down a bit," McSwain said. "I
hope people do not get the idea
I was cutting classes. I missed
one class, one day, and it was
totally my fault.
"At first I did not agree
(with Herrin), but now I am
more than appreciative
because it showed me which
priorities come first. It made
me see something I had not
seen bt:fore. When they sat me
Page 24. lraiIyE'g"ypUa'Ii,FebrUB,y't!(1989

saying all five (players) on tb-!
floor have to do what they are
capable ~ doing. I am playing
DO different then the way I
played in the past
"The fanlUpport helps a lol
Student body IUpport can
really motivate a ~ and a
team. When you have that
impact, it really makes you
feel good. It is harder to wiD
over the fans than the coach
sometimes."
McSwain said that fan
BUCport is a two-way street.
'As far as the fans 1'0, you
have to keep them satisfied."
McSwain said. "The way I
play, I keep them satisfied.
especially the ones that support me and the team."
The junior said he is aurprised by the impression he
has made in Cartiondale, but
doesn't want the fans to get the
wrong impression of him.
"I want to try and take time
out to talk to r.e!'-le who want
to talk to me, , McSwain said
"When you do aomething
worthwhile, you are up on
yourself, but I am the same
person on and off the court. I
appreciate all the fans from
ages eight toBO.
"I am very happy. I am
mak~ a name for myself,
which IS what I wanted to do in
the beginning. I'm back on
track, because the team has
shown that this is a team ef·
fort. and they can and want my
helP. to win the Missouri

Valley."

I
I
I
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Drafts

$2.75 Pitchers
All Day All Nite
111 Washington

529-3808

lera-Mart

Magnum 1D-Best Computer Buy
for the Money
Specifications:

$695
~

.4.nI10MHZTurbo
AT.Jr. Case wJKe~1lld lock

•• 150 Watt Power Supply
•
•
•
•

360K 112 Height Floppy Drive
AT-Style Keybollld
512K Memory Installed
12" Hi-Res. MOO(I Monitor

INCLUDED
Fully IBMPCIXT
• and PSJ2TM rnodel30
Compatible
• One Year Warranty

FREE:
Value Word

WaH Street

processor

Financial
Speculation

W/SpeU
Checker

10
DS/DD

5.25Diskettes

Other Models & Configurations availcilile
For more information. contact:

Z

MICRO·MART ...=
TJM C. . . . . . . . C.-..r "For 011 your computing needs"
816 East Main. a·J. Corbondale. Illinois. 62901
.17...... Ou~ Carbonda.... order 1001I'H t

Missouri coach satisfactory after bladder surgery
COLUMBIA, MOo (UPD Missouri basketball coach
Norm Stewart underwent
colon cancer surgery Tuesday
.and bad his gall bladder
·removed, six days after be
collapsed from bleeding
ulcers.
Donna Bart, the school's
asswmm s~ bd~tion
directDr', 8ald the cancer and
pll bladder -pn)blems were

iliscovered while doctDr's tried

to find the source of the Myear-old coach's gastrointestinal bleeding.

Surgery was performed at
Columbia Regional Medical
Center to remove the cancer in
the eoloo and the diseased gaD
bladder. There was no immediate word on the extent of
the cancer.

Hart said Stewart was in
satisfactory condition and was
expected to remain in the
hospital at least another week.
Stewart collapsed while
playing cards with Asswmnt
Coach Rich Daly 011 a team
plane while traveling to
Norman, Okla., Thursday of

last ",;ek for a game against
the Oklahoma Sooners.
Stewart was taken to an
OkJahoma City hospital and
was transferred to Columbia
Regional Hospital Friday.
He bas missed games
against Oklahoma and Kan888, leaving the No. II Tigers
under Daly and two graduate
aBBistants. Missouri was to
play Iowa Smte Tuesday night
m Ames,lowa.
.
Stewart is in his 22nd year of
coaching the Tigers, who are
21-4 ancf enjoying oae of their

~'=~~=
school's basketball program.
The school is conducting an
internal
investiga lion
regarding possible NCAA rules
violatiOns. First, Assismut
Coach Bob SUDdvold was
suspended with pay last
Wednesday - a day before
Stewart's collapse - after be
l'ePOI'tecl a possible NCAA
rules violation concerning a
former Missouri player.
The Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee said

Sundvold reported be gave
money to a former player to
purchase a plane ticket home.
Published reports the past
week said the player, P.J.
Mays, was leut '135 on Oct 22
by Sundvold and the assismnt
coach directed another player
to lend Mays money to pay for
a fligbt to his hometown of
Cincinnati in an attempt to
ha ve high school administrators adjust his grades.
Mayes was declared
acadelnically lneligi.ble under
Proposition 48.

This is all
you need to ayp
for the cam.
With Automatic Approval, it's easier to qualifywhile you're still in school.
Become a f¥dmembet
Now getting the Card is easier than ew![ Rlr the
Fly NoI1hwest $99 roundtrip.
wry first time, 5lUdents can apply foe the American
Exp~. Card over the phone.
As a student Cardmember you will be able to enjoy
an extraordinary travel privilege: fly twice for only
Simply calIl-800-942-AMEX. \le'U take}'OUl' applicalion by phone and begin to !If"OC5 it right aWAy. $99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
It couldn't be easier:
(only one ticket may be used per six-month period) ,.
- .J\&n:~ What's more, because)OO attend
NORTI
........ ~. this 5Choo1 full ~ you can also take
And, of course, )00'11 also enjoy all the other excq>AIRLINES advantage of the Automalic Approval . . tiona! benefits and personal service )00 would expect
lOOK 10 US Offer for students. With this offer; )00 can from American Express.
Apply now by ,
get the American Express Card right nowwithout a (LIn -lime job or a credit history. But if )'OU
calling 1-800 942"
AMEX. And then
ha~ a credit history, it must be unblemished.
)00 can really go
It's actually easier for)OO to qualify for the Card I1O'tI(
places-foe less.
while )00're still a SlUdent, than It ever will be again.

i'

_-

...
-.~

AwJy NOw: 1-800-942-AMEX
'SomeRllJiaionlmay~IGr~""'doIaik.CIIII-8J0.9t2-AMEX.c-n""'~IIIIIImIIbIIy-nt ... l99u...1ooud1ersinlhemail.
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Henson looking for defense
in pair of conference games
URBANA, Ill. (UP!) Illinois Coach Lou Henson said
Tuesday the sixth-rated
Fighting Illini must improve
defensively to come up with a
pair of road wins this week.
Illinois, 20-3 ovecall and 7-3
in Big Ten games, travels to
Michigan State Thursday, then
on to Wisconsin Saturday. U
the Illini, currently in second
place in the conference behind
No.8 Indiana, hope to stay in
the Big Ten picture they'll
have to shut down the Spartan
and Badger offenses, Henson
said.
"It's tough to win on the
road," Henson said, "basicallv
because you're playing all
good teams in this league.
We're a decent road team. But
to win on the road you need
good defense and I don't think
we're a good defensive team.
But we try."
Henson did not point any

fingers but said the Illini do not
sustain a high-quality
defensive effort over the
course of an entire game.
But if defense worries
Henson, there are portions of
the Illinois offense that have
shown new signs of life.
MarcWl Liberty, who bas
been battling a month-long
scoring slump, posted a
season-high 20 points in the
game against Northwestern
this p8;st Saturday. Liberty
the highest rated high school
player in the nation two years
ago, did not play last year
because he failed to meet
academic
NCAA
~ments.

'It's very hard for young
players like Marcus when they
come into this league," said
Henson. "He's aoing a good
job, but not as good as we think
he'll he doing next year."
Michigan State Coach Jud

Heathcote exceeded Henson's
praise of Liberty.
"Everyone expects immediate performance, but it
doesn't happen," the Spartan
coach said. "Now, maybe,
Marcus is starting to arriV( I
think be's going to be a
superstar but it's going to take
time."
Illinois and Michi6an State,
12-41 overall but 3-7 m the Big
Ten, squared off Jan. 7 in
Champaign. The Illini
prevailed 71-54 but Henson
said the game was closer than
the score indica tes.
"That was a five-point game
with just a few minutes to go,"
be said. "And Michigan State
is a better team today than
they were then. We're about
the same. They have a
balanced team."
Michigan State is led by
guards Steve Smith, with 18.4
points a game.

Georgetown increasing big lead
over remaining Big East squads
WASHINGTON <UPI) After its sixth straight victory
over Syracure, Georgetown is
threatening to lap the pack in
the race for the Big East
Conference regular-season
title.
With three weeks left in the
season, the No. 4 HUlas have
opened a tw~game lead over
Seton Hall in the Big East and
a 2 ~-game lead over
Syracuse, which had won its
previous seven games before
losing 61-54 Monday night in
Landover, Md.
-. The victory may have been
Georgetown's
most
meaningful accomplisbment

this season, considering these Seton Hall because you can't
are the two teams most depend on anyone else bea ting
believed would vie for the them for you, .. said
conference crown.
Georgetown Coach John
The Hoyas, 19-3 overall and Thompson, whose team bas
9-2 in the Big East, held the split with the Pirates.
Orangemen 40 points below
"We are one of the few
theil season aVf'rage by tea~ in the league that might
choking off thf!lr high-powered be capable of beating them, so
fastbreak and holding them to if you lose two games to them
25 percent second-half you have a serious problem."
shooting. Syracuse's scoring
total was by far its lowest of
1 tie victory raised the
the season, with 72 points in a Hoyas' record at home against
victory over Boston College Syracuse to ~ since the Big
the previous low.
East was formed and un"You've got to try to at least derlined Georgetown's
srltt with Syracuse and ~ou've potential as a threat for the
gc.t to at least try to split with national title.

The men's rugby club is now
practicing at 4 p.m. every
Tuesday. Wednesday and

Payment Upon Completion of Each Game
Experience Preferred
.I{€~tel'ee CIinicsAre Required and Will Be
At Charter Bank on March 9 and 22, 1989
Contact: Jim frallsh
Carbondale Soccer, Inc.
549-4 f72 or 453-3341
Before Saturday, March 4

Bitter's Army Surplus
new product news
AKS NORINCO guns
223 Wood
$35000
223 Folding $35000
223 Plastic $35000

Thursday at the rugby pitch
next to Abe Martin Field. The
club will have its first game
March 4 at Sl Louis against
the Sunday Morning rugby
club.
For more informatiN! call
Steve Montez at 549-5531 or
Tim Cronin at 457-7176.

26 at the Rec Center. The
competition will be broken
down into men's and women's
classes with a shirt, raquetball
and refresbments for those
entering.
An entry fee of $12 for SIU-C
students and $18 for non-

The SIU raquetball club will
hold a tournament on Feb. 24-

Mike Hertz at 536-5531, ext. 25
or 457-7065.

~~i,::s:~u:itc':::~l;nF:Ii

AKS NORINCO guns

762 x 39 Wood $35000
762 x 39 Folding $35000

We Aim To Please
US A TRY· AMMO AT VERY LOW P

Southern Illinois' Largest
Surplus Outlet

50~

Local Sports Briefs
The Saluki Booster Club will
hold its weekly meeting at
noon, Thursday at the Ramada
Inn. Football coach Bob Smith
and volleyball coach Patti
Hagemeyer will be the
featured speakers.

For Spring Youth Soccer Program

Saturdays March 25 - May 6, 1989
$7.50 per game

$1.25
$2.00
$1.00
3 for 1

Coors It. Drafts
Speed ra ils
Any Shot & Draft
Strohls Pounders
Amaretto Stoned Sours

LOOK FOR THE FLASHING RED
UGHT FOR HOURLY DRINK SPECIALS

MARK, from Page 2 4 - at all."
A shower of balloons and a
chorus fi cheers greeted the
Salukis, coached by Joe
Gottfried and powered by
senior Gary Wilson. The
Sycamores only got booed,
until Bird silenced the crowd
by stealing the opening tip and
firing to Carl Nicks for an easy
layup.
The tempo and fever of the
game was established.
"The game was just what it
was billed as bemg - a great
basketball game," said Sports
Information Director Fred
Huff, who was then an
assistant athletics director.
Indiana State held a 38-31
baHtime lead, yet with seven
minutes to go, the Salukis
pulled within one, &H2. At that
point, Gottfried pulled his
team out fi the zone and
started chasing the Sycamores
man-to-man.
"They looked tired and we
decided to go to the man,"

Gottfried Skid at the time. "We
thought we might be able to
wear them down even more."
The Salukis' AI Grant
missed a layup, which Bird
promptly rebounded. Then
after roaming the baseline at
the opposite end, Bird got clear
for a clean 5-footer.
Milt Higgins missed a jump
shot for sm, rebounded by
Steve Reed. Nicks took the
ball, and on a drive to the lane,
scored to put the Sycamores
ahead 67-62.
Indiana State had won 69-68.
Bird led all scorers with m
points moving to seventh
place' on the all-time NCAA
scoring ladder. He also had 13
rebounds and six assists.
The two teams would meet
again in the semifmal fi the
Missouri Valley tournament,
which Indiana State won '19-72.
But for Saluki fans, Bird's final
game at the Arena was an
event not soon forgotten.

ROLE,

Puzzle answers
T

from Page 24-

III

"Hopefully rll start taking it
If the defense honors me, then
that will open the inside for
Cathy (Kampwerth, center)
and Amy (Rakers, forward)."
Heimstead is leading the
team in one statistical
catagory - turnovers - that
she would prefer not merit any
distinction. She has had 74 this
season, an average of 3.7 per
game.
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HUNTER, from Page 24 -.,..-Together, they have trips to
San Diego, Boston and Los
Angeles booked so they can
set up clinics. In addition,
Hunter has found the
telephone to be her lifeline.
"I'm on it constantly, so I
come in early and stay late
to have some time when I
can concentrate. Plus, I still
have to go to the library and
do some writing," said
Hunter, who is in the process

the injured Jamelle Holieway
the past season and had been
expected to be Oklahoma's
starting quarterback the next

Stop in the University Placement Center
(Woody Hall 8-204) for an interview appointment
on ..•

Thursday, March 9
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
University Placement Center
~ CLARKE OUTDOOR SPRAYING CO.
159 N. Garden Ave. • P.O. Box 72288
Roselle, Illinois 60172
1-800-942-2555

(IL ONLYj1-800-323-5727 (OUTSIDE ILJ
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BIGGEST & BEST SELECTION

Hunter s..id she was impressed with the caliber of
candidates that applied for
the Saluki head coaching
position, who included
former Southern California
coach Chuck Erbe, North
Dakota coach Cathy Olson,
Saluki assistant Sonya Locke
and Notre Dame assistant

"It was highly competitive," Hunter said. "It
;,vas a compliment to the
University to have such a
quality group be so interested. I know Patti, and I
foresee no hesitation in the
program. I think you will see
immediate progress forward."

were accused of damaging an
Orlando, Fla., hotel, and eight
atitletes were 8("CUSed of
damaging a mural at a
twOseasODS.
university cultural center.
His arrest was the latest in a
the tail is wagging
series for the powerfui the"Maybe
dog," one official who
Oklahoma football program,
which itself has been put on asked not to be identified told a
oewspaper earlier this
probation for recruiting Dallas
month.
violati0D8.
Three football players were
The remark referred to
charged earlier with raping a allega tions by former
woman in an athletic dor- Oklahoma linebacker Brian
mitory; Jerry Parks was Bosworth, now with the SeaWe
charged with shooting Seahawks of the NFL. In his
teammate Zarak Peters in the book, Bosworth described a
same dormitory in 8 Jan. 13 dormitory atmosphere in
argument; another player was which a teammate fired a
charged with assaulting a machine gun from windows
graduate student outside a and others threw cats from the
Norman bar; several players fourth floor to see if they would

EnvirOl'mental mosquito management and aquatic weed
control contractor has 80 positions open beginning in May.
Gain valuable, professional work experience.

~

Patti Hagemeyer, who was
hired on Sa turday.

SCANDAL, from Page 2 4 - - -

LABORATORY
OFFICE
FIELD

CALL TOLL FREE,

of editing a coaching textbook.

land on their feel
A judge in Norman reduced
bonds 'tuesday for the three
athletes charged with firstdegree rape.
Special Judge G~:y Purcell
set bonds at $15,000 f«'!" running
back Glen Bell fi Muskogee,
Okla.; $25,000 for offensive
lineman Nigel Clay fi Fontana, calif., and $30,000 for
tight end Bernard Hall fi
Detroit Bond preliously had
been set at $40,000 for Bell and
$50,000 for Clay and Hall.
Players and university officials agree the d<>mlitory for
foothall players, the Bud
Willtinson House, is a world
apart from the rest of the
university.
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ANATOMY OF
ABEACH MONSTER
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TRAIN YOUR WAY
TO SPRING BREAK

••

THE RIGHT
TOSt:;

g ..
.~,.

!!s-:;' .
.::-" ...

The right to be anything. The freedom
to do nothing. Or everything. The ability
to make e statement without saying anything. The right to be truly decadent ... or
totally modular. The right to deny yourself nothing.
You have the right to be.
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Hey ... if you can't stand the heat, well. get out of the freakin' sun,
Hardrock: You can't take it all at once. Do the sun a little a' a time .. '
And use plenty of sunscreen ... especially on the parts that burn
most easily. (Uke your nose, ~isco. What'd you thin~ we meant?) .
Don't risk the social opportunity of your lifetime by (lialing extracrispy on the Tan-O-Meter. Remember, life's,a beach andcthen
you fry. Take it Lite.
.
•

&R£~KFAST.

'5. So
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, CAN \.CAiN 1'0 WR\TE,

GOoo8R.

.

'''.llR£O Of"'~ S'ST~9-.

'. ,. ....... ,.' V :.\\.; ~
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Sf'R\NGTRA/N1NG BEG\NS NOW!
'lH~Re, AR~ TH«.~e. MAjOR

THINGS '60\1 Nf,EDTO

KIVO\,J TO SUQ.\J \ V E
t. rULL ,",OlASf, BEATS ~ FUASH
2.. WHEN IN DOtA6T. c.tiOO5E. D.

3.0ftINKING P\NO t>RlVING DO,,"" MIX.
If you're road-tripping to Spring Break, don't drink 'til you get there. And rotate
drillers. Switch off every two hours. And buckle up- It's more comfortable sitting
inside the car. When you hit town, start slowly. Eat early and often_ Try something
without grease tor a change. Drink responsibly. It ain't a rac~. Pace yourself in
the sun. Avoid operating heavy machin ~ry. Knock before entering. And bring
your raincoat.
~.
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G.RA1)ING ON A CUAV6

r 'f ·

i~ WA~5··."
rS~B~S:·
",.

•

f'

";0

:~OU'CAI\J ..
, INTO' '.

.\.::.i~~~"

~

()ecoAting IT";ade easy! These
sy(eU posters make an eye.'
•
.'
catching addition to your .~
-. -naked walls ... and a handY.feminder to stock plenty o~
you, f~vorite beverages: Miller Lite and Miller Genuine.
Draftttaut they go fast. Ask for'em at the Milfer Spring
Break !>asis. Then stl.dya Whole new set of fi§tJres.
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~e'II(.jlJ

·::~~~:~mc;.
~~ ,~i~E ~
.
. SIMPl£,\-\WESllKE,"
~"'6 WALK ALOtJt& TH~

e

.1) RAfTS· oR ·WA~NA

.~

66T N~J(f,D?II..
4. FI~ A CANDL&UGHT .

to

"'NHe~ . .c.OL\l M\LL~.·

~
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. 6EtJ\A1M. ORAFT &ee,t.

~Nll~ Ooz.~~ O~S,.eR~.
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SECRET." : .

". , :I

Just stop by the Miller
.
Daytona or th 1i
OaSIs ",
.~
exa~
Spe
I
0, Ymp l CS/M'"er We,'
cIa
SOuth Padre ISland .come Center In
Spots 18St Or if the ~~,d sIgn up wtule
Spats YOu weanng .~.::.r Party PatrOl
or "Do the Beach CO/d"a~ BIg Fu!")MIller SPring D
J attoo an'.!
creak appa I
.
. re , or If theysee you WIth a
Miller GenuIne ~Old MIller lIte Or
Could be eligib,e ~~~ 10 hand. YOu
tlon tc the Ult
ece'\fe an InwtaImate Party
So be "001
Lstutt It ;ou wa~~~ strut YOur M,llE;.'
I
a do It on the water
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· .~ 6~~CH AT ~f45~TcA"'I).·
. SOCK OOWN ~ME.
.. ' .
Mlu.f.R ~NlIItJe, .
•

iNTeRIOR·
DeSIGN-lOr.
.

•

1"0
ON'__ rrHE: r>E AOjH
1..--1 "- IT
.
T

1_, _

.&-)..L~)

~'M\LL~RG&NV, .

, ~NOW.~.' R.tA~THE;I

" ~'G(;ES1 MolATH, ~

. ON THE'P£AC,ti?,·

.'

Ever wanna be a OJ? Here·s your'
chance. You'll get 5 minutes to rap n'
" rock your brains out while being judged
by one tough crowd ... your friends. Win...
ners ~iII get to emcee a special Spring
, , Break event
'- 'ff>
,

~

,

.
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, , '

'
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For more details on the fur., check Qut .' <
'. the Milter Oasis. These promotions Will '
, be conducted ;n markets where legal,."
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,:' """""",.".,,.,.','How long can you mash

" ,With the Dude or Dude--:: ' "
':etteof your ~oice?Rnd '

~,

'. OlJt in this mega-kissing
'CoiltestYou'tI be judged
things tike lip mov. ,. ,",.

ment. passion-action and,' ~

'the old 4Jdegree of diffi..: '
._,..... r·,,~ck. Just, imagine
thePQJSibilitieS~"~'
'

,

..

Rrst. you gotta look for the humunof Miller Lite next to the
Miller Oasis. That's key! Then you listen to the radio for all kinds of clues
on what's inside the case. If you guess
, right, it's yours.
90US case

I DflAFT WANrS TO
II

·

!~

",Here·, a game that jetS you gett.p~, ,,"
close and personal with thehot~· '

, test beachin·bod ofyourchoice_',
, '. And 'f that isn't enough, you can'
'" ,',' win Miller Ute prizes too. Just look' "', '
:jor the super-sized botttecaps on.· '
,,.thebeach. The game host WiD tell '.
:,youwhat body parts to put on which ," ',',
",botIte caps. Thetesult? A twisted, " ': ','
;'~:""tangledmound of flesh n' way big'"
.: fun.'
' ,
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DOlN' THE SHAG\

Shag~
~

lryou aren't "doin' the
yoU aren't
doin' the hottest dance going! And the
Shag has been the hottest
gojng for
a long tUne ... since the 50's. The shag is
the orl.ginlll"dirtY dancing~ In fact. the
a major
move, could net

"beUyroU~

NOW ~Ol) K NOvJ
WHAT'S HOT 50Lf;T'5

H

.
lTTtiE. BE.ACH{

Shi~

•
I

i'

yOU a 5100 fine in 19M.
The music for the Shag is ba&icallY old . '
a&B. So you'll need some Coasters,
Aretba Franklin, Otis u.ed(\ing, the
'{emptati
and some Smokey RobinSOn
cin
ons
s
and the M.iracle . Then sta.rt dan
rbng '
•
like they did in those oldjitte
movies-YOU lul0w: 1·2·3, 1-2-3, stePkick. The key is imProvisation ... and
passion. And, of course, you'll need
I
plenty of Miller Lite. With that combinll
, you'll get the hang of "doin'
tion
tbe Shag" in no tUne .
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A OAY IN THe LI Fe OF
VAl\) GO·c;oOI\J1lIE BEAtti.
M~ e~c~

q:QO AM- \ OPEN

..

q·.25 AM- ,

~\T

C\:Z.e:,AM- I fAll BAe,,,

.

UP.
ASL~EP.

q:'t~AM-'CRAf,JL,OurrA B~O.
!~~

~.---~~

•

, ":55 AM- \

&'T~I\JO UP.

10:00 AM- (,HOW ... COLD P'2.'ZA.
HALFA PJURRIT01 AND JAL~Pe.NO

PdfRTO C\i I P~ .

~. . .~

·1(Y.. 30AeJ\-

......

HeAD FOll THE 6~CH.

\0:·36 AM TO i:OO~M- MI·LLER. LITe.!
. PARTS. SGAM '6A~e,&.
...
;
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. ':00· PM-' HEI\DTO nie. M H..t.E.R\'
. • OASiS'. DUM~ OFF eMPTIES: ' , . .,,.,
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<:,ET C,l£ALU CLDTHES.
~GAM; 8A8£S· .
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I:05PM'T01:~OO PM.-
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"ORAFr. PART~,
. ~-~ 1 ' - -...... ~~~
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\ ... :•.. . '. ··· ..'-Z·~·I·O.PM to:·~UNIt'S~-C~\Ar5~ : .
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MILLER GENUINE DRAFT
BAND NETWORK
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mra PRO 8eReK VOlLE.\iSAL\,
THt:~ ~eALL~ GErPAID FOR THIS ...
Name something you can dink, bump and poke. Hintit's not a Babe.

•

It's a ~olleyball .

•

eNLt\Sr
R.TH~

HE

LoneR.~...

HM~GoD

Babes aren't the only action on the beach ... there's
also Miller Lite Pro Beach Vol~e.¥ball. Miller Lite has
been involved in the sport since 1981 and this·year
they're sponsoring 20 tournaments with over $1.5
million in prize ~oney. Jf you haven't seen it, you gotta
check out the action. Irs fast, furious' and frazzlin' with
two-man teams competing in the,sand bn the same
size courts as regulation 6-man indoor galnes. Each
player has gotta be a pro at spiking, serving, setting,
blocking and digging. There',are no specialists here.
And all you'll need to enjoy the hottest game in the
country is a cooler of Miller Lite and a couple of
beach chairs.
See the 1989 schedule below for dates ~nd locations
of t)'le Miller Lite Pro Beach Volleyball tournaments
(learest you. AlIceJates subject to change. ~

.-

SCHEDULE

MarGh 18-19
MarCh 25-26
April 8-9
April 15-16
April 22-23
April 29-30 •
May 6-7
May 13-14 •
May 27-28
June 3-4
June 10·11
June 24-25
~Iy 8-9
• July15-16
July 22-23
July ~-30 •
• , August 5-6
"Awgust 12-13
August 1.9-;20
AuguS\ 26-27 '..

«, ....

•

o

A, Myers, FL
St! Petersburg, FL
Phoenix, AZ.
Tucson, AZ..
"New Orleans, LA
'Houston ..
Dallas. TX •
San Jose, CA
Venice Beach, CA
Santa 'Cruz,. CA
Honolulu. HI.:
Santa Barbara. CA
Newport. RI
-Rochester, NY
Milwaukee. WI
Cleval~d, OH
Chicago, IL
Seal8esFh, CA
Seattle; VIA
' Hermosa Beach. CA

•

v<

..

•
•

..,
,"

:P.S. To impresS~e ·Babes with" your knpwleqge, toss

arpuhd this.. a~Gh Volleybc:ftl'lingo\ s:.. skYQatl, roof and
"~inge the pits:' "
..."
G
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••
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"'ERe~ HOW TO 66TCOOL cz,TuFF FREe!
Present the Breaker Saver Card (yeah, just like the one you see
here) at the Miller Oasis in Daytona Beach or at the Texas Special
OtympicsIMiller Welcome Center in South Padre Island, and
you'll get some really cool Miller stuff. Pick up your Breaker
Saver Card at a Sales Station on campus, in Daytona Beach or
South Padre Island, or just by calling 1-800-344-6883.
You can also get great MiHer gear by redeeming aluminum a."s or
UPC codes from Miller products. In South Padre Island, just the
cans will get you stuff. And in North Myrtle Beach and Key Wt;:t.
head to the Milt9r Redemption Center with your cans and UPC
codes to get your righteous Miller gear. How can ya' beat that?
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HOT STARS, COOL MOVIES
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HOW TO USE, WHA\,
\N COlLE..G'6 TO,
tJ\()N·c~ .IN THE, PR\ !

-.. 1

College prepares YOJJ for the busi
are four skills you've already mas
poodling: Those mindless
~ margin drawings you do
..duril1'g boring lectures Will help
'tnake everyone think you're. •
taking notes and being a reaf
• . achiever· in bdring business
'.
meetings.
,.
Hugeprambling tenn papers.
• Bigger is better in business.
Nothing impresses the boss
better than a 10 lb. report that no
one wi!1 ever read, much less •

"

" ".:oJ'
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. ss world ... hooest! Here
ed that ~n PitY off way big •..
Incomprehensible essay
. • ,answers. Ofcourse you didn't
dy. but your essay answer
ows you can at least as. And
t is the most important skill in
business world. .
.
Cramming. In college. you
.. have to cram because your
If ie filled with important
ings like partying. In business.
u ha,re to cram because your
k i$ filled With important·
ings like discussing.
.
levised
orting

•

"

•

•

.

•

.~

•
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A. lite'T-sbirt,
Neon p"rint
•
100% cotton
. L 414615, XL 414516
~: MGD T-~h.irt,
...
Neon print
• • ~ 100% cotton ..
,L 4J,:4617, XL 414618
~
C. tite ~1,I~lasses,
.Mirrored.lenses
41:4621
MGDSun91asses,
~irrored lepses .
414622
E. Lite Croakies,
"
414623
• F. MGD Croakies,
414624
G. Lite Beach Towel,
100% cotton

•

;' p.

..
<"
c

.

41~625

"
H. MGp Beach Towel.
100% cotton
414626'
i: l-ite'j a;p~ck co<?'er, '

•

So~ided

414627 .
"
J. MGD 12-pack cooler.,
I;,. Soft sided
.• 414628·

"

OFFICIAL
0 . FORM
S~NDfOR '~M NOW•.. LoOl< CoOC'.FOR SPR.ING'
'Merchandise Order Form'PC~6·0

·

.....

1Iem#

f

sa.

eo.t

Miller Ute T....irt

L

3.97

414616

Miller Lite T-ehirt

XL

3.97

414617

Miller Genuine Draft T-ehirt

L

3.97

414618

...., Genuine Draft 'khiIt

XL

3.97

414621

"_Lb~

414622

..... Genuine Draft SulIgIIIIII.

414623

IIiIIer Ute CIoaIdea Vieor

414624

Miller Genuine DNft CroaIdes Visor

414825

II.... Ute BeedllbMII

-

8.so

414621

...... GenuineDrllft ...........

-

l.so

414627

..........12...-:kCoolel'

414628

Miler Gent*Ie Draft 12.... Cooler

-

7.25

414629

II.,UleLong . . . . ColIon SheMing SI*t

II

10.80

414630

II... Ute Long Sleeve Cotton ShMling Shirt

L

10.80

414631

Miller Ute Long . . . Cotton Sheeting Shirt

XL

10.80

414632

..... Genuine Draft Long Sleeve CatIon SheMingairt

II

10.t0

414633

..... GenuIne Draft Long Sleeve caaun SheMing SIIIrt

L

lG.*1

414634

MillerGenuN Inft Long Sleeve Codon ShMling ShIrt

XL

10.10

(Prices include freight and handling)

-

Ii

2.35

2.35

-

2.10

2.80

-

7.25

1

Please add applicable state and lOcal taxaa

..... AMount

....

PIeaae Print Clearly

1,.

US(;() Services Spring Sr8ak '88

p.o. Box 619325
DaUasIfl Worth Airport, TX 7!;621

permanent home address

dly

state

ZIP

city

&taUt

ZIP

i-

Or calf: 1-800-527-2452..,. Tex.a, cal
(214) 436-8128
• PIaue allow 4-6 weeks fordehefy.
• Offer good while auppIiea 1aat0f untI
June 15, 1989.

school add'ess

l

•

.

:'

o MasIerCard

It

o Check or Money Order

\,..

&p.Oate

USCO 10581189
C 1985 BEER BFEWEDBYTHE MU.ER BREWIiIG COMRWt. t.tLWALJKEE. Wl8O-81OS7EH

,. ,
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\
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.
AND THE, srfN< ~,'\Je'5 A~~OUItS .f~~E'~ ..........

.-

knowlo~ guys art-fl't allowed

'0

haVe shdrp objects! •.

~

~

,,-

~.

.~(.

,

'~eI\JD &~FOR~ MIPNI6HT TOIV.e,trr
-Get real Moon Calf ... you

'

.

"

w

.....

~

"',

".
".

.......

-.~.

. \

,

phone

-"

....

,.

',...

signature

o Visa

-'

\~. ~

• Void where prohibited by ....
"Ofdef8 recetved after AprtI15. 1989 will
be eent SO pennanent home addrea.

Indicate whefeyou woulcllike your merchar~ aent;Ohoma OachoOl

t

II

GRAHD 1OI'AL

Send check or money order to:

name

'RaICoet

Otv.

414615

,

.

I I · ~~
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'I!f!M..

~p(Ji"ts'

ll1i{y

~

Callahan to revise wishbone offense
By Paul Pabst

=yi:fPt!
are,"

SlBffWrlter

Mter weeks of ftring and
hiring, the Saluki football
program bas added the final
pieee to its coaching puzzle.
The naming of Bill Callahan
as offensive coordinator at a
press conference Tuesday
completes Bob Smith's sixman staff.
Callaban, an Dlioois native,
comes to
from Northem
Arizona University where he
was offensive line coach for
two years.
"Dlinois is where my roots
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Callahan said.
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tribute to a program of this
ealiber."
Callahan bas had an extensive career in the state of
Dlinois. He was a NAJA AllAmerican honorable mentiOD
in 1976 and '71' when he
quarterbacked Illinois
Benedictine College (Lisle).
Smith, who bas been a
coaching colleague of Callaban
for 10 years, was notbing short
of elated to add Callahan to his
staff.

"Bill Callahan and I have
worked together or been within
close association for the past
10 years," Smith said. "He's
one of the finest, most
thorough technical football
coaches 11mow."
According to Callahan. the
offense will have a new look.
Saluki fans may have seen the
last of former coach Riek
Rboades' wisbboneattaek.
"It's (the wishbone) is
somewhat obsolete in my
scheme of things," he said.
"I'm much more familiar with
the pro-style offense. 1 am

Sooners'
piling up

By Troy Taylor
SlBffWrlter

OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) University of Oklahoma
quarterback Charles 'l'bomp-

There are limes when the
women's basketball team
plays four seniors and a
freshman, Colleen Heimstead,
who as point guard has the
responsitiility of telling the
olderplar.ers what to do.
If that s not peer pressure,
what is?
"I don't think about that,"
Heimstead said "I just keep it
UDder eoutrol. But what helps
is that the seniors dOD't act so
much as seniors. They act like
teammates."
.
Heimstead did·fur teammates a big favor Saturday,
8COriDg a eareer-bigllll points
in the 70-41 victorI over
Bradley.
"You
always
have
pressure," HeimJ!tead said "I
JUSt hope 1 can live up to the
expectations they have for me
this year. I'm working bard
and having a lot of fun."
For heaa coach Cindy Scott,
Heimstead have the
.
=~enee to take eoutrol of
the team was a long time

appeared before a federal

magistrate TUesday OD a
charge of aeDiDg eoeaiDe in the
latest in a series of aamdals (0
rock ODe of the natiOD's most
succ:essful eollege football

programs.

.

Wearing the orange
coreralls assigned to Inmates
of the Oklaboma County jail,
Tbomp8Oll appeared BOlema
d'
the proceeding before
~trate Robin Cautbroa,
who scbeduled preliminary
and detention bearings for

-~y.
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Thompson, 20. was aecused
in a federal complaint of
seIliag 17 grams of coeaiDe to
an undercover FBI agent in
Norman, 0kJa.. for $1,400 on

Jan. 26.

Defense attorney James

LeYiDe said be expects to
represent TbomplOD briefly.
with his ellent a~ for the
court to appomt a publie
defender.
Thompson,

a

sophomore

from LawtOD, Okla., replaced
. . . SCANDAL, hoe 23
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Ten years ago, maverick Bill
Hodges was Inciiana State
head coach, and his
Sycamores rode a wave of
aueeess that had the fabled
Larry Bird atits crest
Indiana State was ranted
No. 1 bI the Associated Press,
No.2 by the United Press
International and undefeated
after 23 games, while Bo d was
second in the natiOD in 8COriDg
with a 29.0 points per game
average and third in rebounds
at 15.2 per game.
This blODd, 6-foot-9 forward
sensatiOD, who had graced the
cover of Sports Wusb"ated and
bad Indiana State looking aL an
NCAA ehampioasbip game
appearance, brOl1~bt the
Sycamore victory train in for a
C8rbondale wbistle-6top.
On the night of Feb. 151.1979,
a record 10,301 basketbau fans
vocally rsised the sm Arena
roof. setting a Saluld attendance mark that si.;!!
stands.
Today, Bird is the heart of
tbe Boston Celtics, even
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FrMhman Col.........matead drt~ up .... court at wom... ••
baIt....11 pqcIIce In .... ArMII Monday. Helmatead has
atIIrted 110120 games for the Salulda.

Bird, Indiana State left mark
on Arena fans 10 years ago
By Troy Taylor

went to Chicago DeSales. He
joined the University of illinois
staff as a graduate assistant in
19U1. He became a full time
offensive line assistant the
following year.
In HI8S, he took over Smith's
position as offensive line coach
when Smith left to take the
head coaching job at Southeast
Missouri State.

In 1987, Callahan lplt Dlinois
to take the offensive line job at
Northern Arizona, where he
was employed before accepting the sm-c vacancy.

Freshman dealing
with starting role

scandals

SOIl

going to coach what I know.
One-baek, no baeks, we're
going to have multiple for·
mations."
Smith believes that their
friendship will speed along the
offensive coordina tion
process.
"We sat down last night and
each wrote down our preferred
offensive schemes. When we
compared the notes they were
very similar. I will call the
plays, but I will rely on Bill's
mputirom the press box."
Callahan began his coaching
career at Oak Lawn before he

though be is
. the kind of
debilitating ~jury that
comes after nine 8eIl8OIIS of
rugged play in the NBA.
His former college team. is
suffering through ODe of its
worst seasons in scbool
history,
while current
Sycamore and younger
brother Eddie Bird tries to live
up to the awesome legacy set
by the first man to become
famous as "Tbe biet from

FnmehLiet."

But in those days there was

only ODe Bird. and he would be
in for the f.ght of his life
against a stubborn Saluki

defense.
Bany Smith, who is DOW a
color eommeotaUr of Saluti
basketball for WEBQ-FM,
drew the defensive assignment
against Bird in toe Salukis'
matcb-up ZODe.
"We normally opened up in a
man-to-maD," Smith recalls.
"But we played a lot of matchup. Whenever we did that I
would attempt to guard Bird,
wbich was a pretty tough
assignment Not an easy task
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coming.

"Colleen was unwilling to
that role until recently," Scott said. "It's a ~
role for any point guard, and It

aceep~

only comes with maturity. But
that's especially true when you
have a freshman telling four
seniors who playa great deal
where to go."
Heimstead, a 5-10 guard who

~l~':~~~~~~

Elk Mound (Wis.) HighScbool,
bas started 18 of 20 games this
season. She is third in assists
at 2.4 per game, scoring 4.0
points per game, and
averaging nearly a steal per
game.
"Our entire offense is
becoming more cohesive
because Colleen is maturing,"
Scott said. "She's really
coming around, playing with
mlll'e confidence and gaining a
greater understanding of the
college game. She's not just
getting us into the offeme, but
now she's running the offense,
and her teammates feel that. "
One aspect of Heimstead's
play that has developed is the
abilit)' to drive to the basket.
By shaking defenders and
cutting to t6e basket, she bas
added a new dimension to the
Salu1ds' Clffense.
"The b' thing is seeing the
openings,'* Heimstead said
See ROLE, P.ge 23

Fonner volleyball coach Hunter
adjusting to new job's demands
By Troy Taylor
Staff Writer

Former SaIuJti volleyball
coach Debbie Hunter bas
thrown herself into her IK."W
position as director of USA
Volleyball's eoaehiDg aeeredidatiOD program.
It's just been two weeks
since Hunter officially
resigned after being the
Salukis' coach for the past 14
8eIl8OIIS, but already her job
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days.
"Let's just say I don't see
an immediate vacation
ahead." said the 37-year~ld
Hunter in a telephone Dr
terview frum her office in
Colorado Springs, Colo., and
only hours after arriving on
a commercial flight from
Las Vegas.
"I'm 80 close to skiing
here, and I do so much love
to ski. But ~t now I'm only
hoping to lust squeeze a

couple days at skiing 'n
before the season erids,"
Hunter said.
Not only is Hunter putting
her hobby aside, she has
forgone looking for a place to
live, setting up a temporary
residence in the barraeks at
the U.S. Olympic training
center in Colorado Springs.
"It's not quite living out of
a suitcase. There are a
couple of chest of drawers
there."
Tbe
coacbing
accredidation program is
designed to prvvide
volleyball coaches with the
latest techniques and information on the sport
through a series at clinics
and textbooks.
"The basic thn.st is to
assure that the athletes are
getting tl>e highest possible
experience in volleyball,"
Hunter said. "We're trying
to guarentee that those
people who wear the title of

coach have a certain amount
of practical information 8:ld
training."
Because the program is
only in its seeoud year,
Hunter is emphasizing
education for Levell, or high
sehoollevel, coaches.
"That's our target group,"
Hunter said "When I look at
what people in other
professions have to deal out
m terms of money for this
kind of service, 0IlJ"II is dirt
cheap. When we get the
whole program put together,
I'm sure coaches will see the
merit in it."
When Hunter came aboard
Feb. 1, the program had
arranged for fewer than 30
clinics. "We now have 35 and
we are trying to supersede 40
by the end of the year."
Assisting Hunter is former
Northern laNa setter and
1987 Gateway Conference
MVP Mary Bernhart.
See HUNTER, P.ge 23

